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SUMMARY

Current standard test methods for acoustic measurements nade in

reverberant rooms have been found to y'ieìd inconsìstent results at lolv

frequencies. The theoret'ical basis of the standard test methods relìes

upon the assumption that the reverberant sound field can be modeìed as

compìeteìy d'iffuse ab al I f requencies. Thus, 'inconsi stenc'ies have been

attributed to a lack of diffusivity at low frequencies. Th'is thesis

exami nes the appropri ateness of the di ffuse fi el d assumpti on at I ow

frequencìes and shows that the strong modal characteristics of a low

frequency reverberant sound field precìudes the possibi'lìty of mode'ling

such a field as dìffuse.

A nlodel of the reverberant sound field which includes the observed

modal characteri st'ics and i s based upon wel I known sol ut'ions to the wave

equa'ti on i s presented . Th j s model 'i s dependent on the accurate predi cti on

of the steady state ampì 'itude and the decay rate of i nd'ivi dual modes . I n

pred'icti ng the steady state ampì 'itude of the modes contri bui'ing to a

reverberant sound f iel d, the assumpt'ion i s usual ly made e'ither i mpì i c'itìy

or expììcìt1y that there 'is equal energy distributioç between modes. In

th'i s thes'i s, an al ternati ve approach based on the assumpti on that there

'is equal power flow to alì modes vlill also be consìdered. These assumpt'ions

are di scussed and the'ir i nf I uence on the rel ati ve di ff erence 'i n the steady

state sound pressure I evel of any two modes i s analyti ca'l ly 'i nvest'igated.

Two models for predicting the decay rate of ind'iv'idual modes are

also examined. The fjrst is based upon an approx'imate solution to the wave

equation for a very ìightìy damped room. The second is based upon a com-

b'ina'li on of the modal approach and the ray tracì ng approach as appì 'ied

to the rectangu'lar room. Both models reìy upon the assumption that the

wal I s can be accurateìy model ed as 'loca'l ly reacti ve and that the wal l
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.impedance can be modeled as constant over the wall surfaces and throughout

the frequency range investigated.

Experintental results are presented for comparison of each model.

Results ind'icate that the wall surfaces of the room cannot be modeled as

being locally reac'bive as theìr response to excitation by the reverberant

sound fjeld in the frequency range'investjgated is characterized by modaì

vibration. In consequence ìt j s shown that neìther model accurate'ly

pred'icts the relative rates of decay of the measured modes. The relative

ampì i tudes of i nd'ivi dual modes are seen to be h'igh'ly dependent on the

effective coupìing between each mode and the sound source. Th'is is shown

to be highly unpredictable for commonly used sound sources.

A wi deìy recommended means of enhanc'ing the di ff usì on 'i n a rever-

berant room is the installation of a rotating diffuser. Th'is thes'is

examines the effects of a rotatìng diffuser on the modal characteristics

of a reverberant sound field and shows that jt substantially disrupts the

nodal structure of the sound field.
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ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS IN REVERBERATION ROOMS

I . I INTRODUCTiON

Acousti c measurements ì n reverberatì on rooms ane w'ide'ly used i n

standard tests to determi ne the acoustì c propert'ies of vari ous bui I d'ing

materials and of both industrial and domestjc equipment. The most commonly

used tests are for the determinatjon of the sound power output of noise

sources, the sound transmìssion loss through building partions, and the

determìnation of the absorbing propertìes of various material surfaces.

None of these properties can be measured directly, so test methods have

been developed which allow their determination from those room variables

which can be measured, such as the sound pressure level (SPL), the physical

d'imens'ions of the test fac'ilities, and the time e'lapsed for a specified

decrease in the mean sound pressure level of the reverberant field after

the sound source has been shut off. Current standard methods for conduct'ing

acoustic tests are pub'lished by the International Standards 0rganisation

(lS0), the Standards Association of Australìa, and various other national

and international bodies. tJh'ile the prescribed standard test procedures

usuaì ly y'ieì d usef ul resul ts , si gnì f icant d'i screpanc'ies have been noted

in results and these are the subject of contìnu'ing research in the field.

The most commonìy noted discrepancy associated wìth the standard

measurement procedures'is the failure to obtain consistent resuìts in

reverberant room tests made at low frequencies. Test results obtained in

different laboratories often differ to a substant'ial degree. Furthermore,

measurements made in a singìe ìaboratory are subject to a'large variance

and the 'i nvesti gator i s requi red to make a 'l arge number of measurements

to obtaìn a statisticalìy stable average. Even when tests are conducted

'in caref ul ly control I ed condi t'ions the vari ati on between resul ts obta'i ned
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at different I aboratories cont'inues to be a problem. Such di screpanc'ies

are attri buted to the f ai I ure to adequateìy match the actua'l cond'it'ions

in the test environment to the perfect test environment which'is theoret-

icaììy assumed. The theories on wh'ich the test methods are based assume

( among other thi ngs ) tnat the reverberant sound fi el d i s perfectly

diffuse*, and that it exhibits the same average propert'ies everywhere in

the room. Aì though thi s appears to be a reasonabl e assumpt'ion at h'i9h

frequencìes, 'it fa'ils for the lower frequenc'ies of interest.

The d'iscrepancies noted are generaììy regarded as measurement error.

A positìve approach to understand'ing the reasons for these errors and to

developing modificatìons to the current standard methods to reduce or

elim'inate them, lies in develop'ing a thorough understand'ing of the sound

fieìd in which the measurements are performed.

The key to improving the accuracy of the test methods'is the deveìop-

ment of a more accurate model of the reverberant sound f i el d . The

statistical model which has been appìied to all probìems thus far is a

convenient one because it'is simple and requires onìy small attention to

deta'i I 'i n the des'i gn of f acì I i ti es and i mp'lementat'ion of test procedures .

Unfortunately jt does not accurateìy represent the physical sound field

at low frequencÍes. The modal propertìes of ìow frequency reverberant sound

fields have been appreciated for more than fifty years, Yêt their success-

ful appì i cati on to the probì ems consi dered has not been devel oped . By

adopting a modìficat'ion of the modal approach a more accurate modcl' of

the sound field can be developed for low frequencies, thus opening the

way for a greater understand'ing of the phys'icaì properties being tested

and approprìate procedures forimproving them.

* The properties of a diffuse field are defined on page 22.
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This thesis exam'ines the modal characterìst'ics of a typicaì rever-

beratlon room with an aim to verify the appropriateness of the modal

approach, and to quantify and to an extent pred'ict the parameters necessary

o the development of a more accurate model. The effectiveness of enhanced

diffusion at low frequenc'ies wìll be examined from a modal point of view

and 'its advantages and lìmìtations will be discussed.

1.2 HISTORY OF REVERBERANT SOUND MEASUREMENTS

The author does not propose to offer a definitìve rev'iew of alI

previous work'in architectural acoustìcs or even ìn reverberant sound field

measurements. indeed a review included in l,Jatson's Acoust'ics of Build'ings

pubì'ished in l94l(l) 'included more than 600 t'itles 'in the b'ibliography.

It 'i s i ntended that a background suff i ci ent to exp'l a'in the major deveì op-

ments 'in architectural acoustics and reverberant sound field measurements

will be 'included here, and that the reader w'ill be referred for further

reading to those rev'iews wh'ich have already been wrìtten on the subject.

Aì though several short revi ews of earìy work !'rere publ'ished ì n the

1920' s, i t was not unti I I 934 that the f irst comprehens'i ve rev'iew was

written by KnudsenQ). Th'is was updated'in 1945 by Morse an¿ golt(3) who

not on'ly offered a comprehensi ve revi ew of room acousti cs but al so

thoroughìy detailed the latest developments in the field. This paper

prov'ides an excel I ent starti ng po'int f or revi ew'i ng the ear'ly hi story of

room acoustics.

There are no reviews of more recent work which are as thorough as

these early reviews, probabìy due to the tremendous volume of work which

has been published. Several very short reviews ljmited to specific aspects

of the field have been included'in more recent papers. Rtal(4) reviewed

earìy attempts at finding a correlation between the acoustic impedence

of absorbing materiaìs and the rate of decay of a reverberant sound field.
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Lyon(5) reported on developments through'1965'in predicting the statist'ical
(6)

varìatìon of measurecl acoustic variables. Schultz provides a survey

of stud.ies in diffusion 'in reverberant rooms through l97l .

1.2.1 Early llork in Room Acoust'ics

pri or the the very I ate ì 9th century, no quant'itat'i ve work was per-

f ormed i n arch'itectural acoust'ics . Aì though some texts 'i n Archi tecture

did make mention of the subject, they always treated'it in a qua'l'itatìve

manner usìng methods wh'ich had been observed to be effective in earlier

constructions. Little accurate understanding of physicaì princ'ipìes was

involved. Rayìe'igf'(Z) did develop the three d'imensional wave equat'ion and

even applied it to the case of a rectangular room, but no further practìcal

application of it was Pursued.

The f i rst sc'ient'if ic approach to archi tectural acoust'ics was made

by t^Ja'llace Clement Sab'ine(B), when in 1895 he was asked by the authorit'ies

of Harvard Un'iversity where he was a Professor of Phys'ics, to consider

the acoustics of the lecture hall ìn the newly constructed Fogg Art Museum.

This hall had been buìlt to specifjcat'ions wh'ich all concerned agreed

shoul d have resul ted 'i n good acousti cal propert'ies, but i n actual f act

.it t{as very poor. Sabi ne recogn'ised that the reverberati on time of the

audjto¡ium was very'long and postulated that this hras the cause of the

problem. He embarked on a course of experìments in acoustics and par-

t.icuì arly the study of reverberati on whi ch was to cont'i nue throughout hi s

l.ife. Much of hìs equipment is now recognised as being very crude, and

some of h'is conclus'ions were greatìy s'impì'ified, but he'is universaììy

credited with openìng the fjeld of architectural acoust'ics to scientific

study. The acoustic absorption coefficient was fìrst defined by Sabine

as the fraction of incident sound energy which is absorbed by a surface.

However, discrepancies in measurements have led to somewhat different
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but pragmati c i nterpretati ons of the Sab'i ne absorpti on coef f ec'ient as the

quant'ity defined by equation 1.1 and the test which 'it describes. It is

to Sabi ne' s cred'it that the f ormul a he devel oped f or the absorpt'ion

coeff icient ìs st'ill used virtual'ly unchanged in today's standards.

tuo = å.[ Eq (1.1 )

Several tributes to t,,l.C. Sabine are available'in the literature(9'10'll).

Shortìy af ter Sab'i ne devel oped hì s empi ri ca'l f ormul a f or sound

absorption, Jaeger derived the same equat'ion using an approach similar

to the k'inetic theory of gases(.l2). An important contribution of Jaeger

was the derivation of the mean free path ìength of diffuse sound in a

rectanguì ar room.

4V
5 Eq (1.2)

The first major modification to the Sabine formula was made'in 1930

by Eyring(13), who modeled the sound field as an infinite number of sound

rays which reflect from wall to wall 'in the room. At each lvalì, part of

the wave is reflected and part is absorbed. Th'is leads to a model ìn which

the decayìng sound level'in the room decreases in discrete steps rather

than by a continuous process. The result thus obtained (as given by

equation (1.3)) 'is s'im'ilar to Sabìne's result for small values of the

absorpti on coef f i c'ient.

r = ---$--- where " = 
I t: ''t'' 

' ,q ¡ .3 )'60 - =rtn(.f="T 
vY,,E, E " - I si

It may be readiìy shown that Sabine's formula can be derived as a specia'l

case of the Eyrìng formuìa. Aìthough the Sabine equation is st'ill ut'ilized

ìn the current standards,'it has been found that jt often leads to values

of the absorpt'ion coefficient which are greater than l. This situation

is improved by the Eyring formula 'in which q is repìaced by -ln(l-a). For

l,=
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long reverberat'ion times the two equatìons are nearly equivalent, but for

'intermed'iate and short reverberat'ion times the Sabine equation y'ieìds

vaìues of the absorptìon coefficient which are much h'igher than g'iven by

the Eyri ng f ormu'l a.

Norrìs showed in 1932(.l4) a method much simpìer than Eyring's by

which the same equation could be derived. As a result, equatìon (1.3) is

commonìy known as the Norris-Eyring equation.

Further deveìopments in theory v{ere made by Millington(15) and

Sette(16) who suggested that the arithmetic averagìng of absorpt'ion of

the d'ifferent absorbing areas in the room be replaced by a geometric

average as,

T
KV Eq (1.4)

ln(ì-o60
ISi

The summation in equation (1.4) 'is performed over N areas, each w'ith an

absorpt'ion coeff icient c., and an area S., . Knudrun(l7) proposed a correction

for the effect of a'ir absorption, which is sign'ifìcant at high frequenc'ies.

These

T-

'60 -

formul as

KV Eq ('l .5)-5 ln( r- s) + 4mV

represent the fundamental deri vati ons i n geometrì c

(lB)

acousti cs. Vari ous stati sti cal formul as have been deve'l oped to descri be

observed fìuctuating phenomenon, but they do not represent any conceptual

changes in theory.

As the ìaboratory equipment used in measuring acoustìcs quantities

graduaì ly 'improved i nvesti gators were abl e to measure acousti c

pressures and decay rates wjth increasing accuracy. blith improved accuracy

'it quick'ly became apparent that ì arge d'iscrepancìes exì sted between the

measured and predì cted resul ts , and efforts were begun to exp'l ai n

them( 
I 9, 20 ,21 ,2?,23,24) .

The importance of the wave propert'ies of reverberant sound fields

has ìong been appreciated. sauine(8) d'iscussed the phenomenon of resonancê
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and noted that great care had to be taken to guard aga'inst it affectìng

measurements . He al so noted that i n some rooms an 'i nterf erence pat t,ern

was created in wh'ich certa'in tones were much louder at some po'ints in the

room than at others . The damped f ree v'i brati on of a'iri n a room was con-

sìdered by Strutt in 1g?g(25). By treating the room as a three d'imensionaì

dynamìc system he derived equatìons for the steady state and trans'ient

response of rooms. Strutt was also able to show that as the driv'ing

frequency approached 'infin'ity, the transient case becomes the case

descri bed by Sab'i ne' s I aw.

The first experimental proof of the modal nature of reverberant

sound f i el ds was reported 'i n 1932 by Knudsen 
(26) . Knudsen pred'icted the

resonant frequencì es of a smal I reverberant room and veri f i ed thei r

existence 'in the room response spectrum. He also showed that different

modes decay at different rates, and that although the room responded under

steady state excitat'ion at the forcing frequency, the reverberant decay

was always at the frequencies of the resonant modes. Even when the room

was excited by an intermediate tone, the decay was composed of the two

nearest modal f requenci es whi ch usual ly di sp'l ayed the resul tant beat'ing

phenomenon. l(nudsen noted that the 'introduct'ion of a rotat'ing di f f user

improved the recorded response, but he gave no specìfic data or results.

P.E. Sabine discussed the effect of resonant modes on the reverber-

ant sound f iel d measurements i n 1%5(27 | . He po'i nted out that not onìy

does the modal theory explaìn the large variance in sound pressure level

measurements, but the brave nature of sound could also account for the

apparent ì ncrease ì n absorpti v'ity f or 'l arge test sampì e areas whi ch had

been noted by other invest'igators.

Various attempts have been made to develop steady state techn'iques

for the measurement of the absorpti on coeffi ci ent of materi al s. Such

methods were proposed by Knrdr"n(28) and later by Norris(20). These methods
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assume that the amplitude of the steady state response is a funct'ion of

the room absorpt'ion. The major drawback to these methods is that they

require a cal'ibrated sampìe to use as a reference, which always ìeads back

to a reverberat'ion test. In consequence, standard reverberation measure-

ments have led to more accurate test results than have steady state

measurements.

W"nt.( 29) conducted a careful exami nati on of the steady state

response of a reverberant room'in an effort to make an anaìogy to an

eìectrical system. Aìthough the two systems differ in that the transmission

t'ime of acoustic systems is genera'lìy much greater than that of electrical

systems ( i . e. the transi ents are of much I onger durati on ) , and the

acoustics system has resonant frequencies spaced much more closely (so

that the transi ent sound 'i s of near'ly the same p'itch as the steady state

sound ) , i t was determi ned that the two systems d'i spl ay essentì al 'ly the

same propertjes.

golt(30) und Muu(31) both deveìoped express'ions for the modal density

of a reverberant space at a g'iven frequency using d'ifferent methods but

arrivìng at very similar results. golt(32) later proposed a theory for

cal cul at'ing the angul ar d'istribut'ion of modes 'in a gi ven f requency range

by considering the anguìar distributjon of modes in a'frequency space'.

Hunt, Beranek and Nuu(33) showed that the decay of a band of noise was

made up of the superposi tì on of the 'i nd'i v j dual decay'i ng reverberant modes.

By considering the impedance of the absorbìng material they were able to

predict the decay rate of ìndividual modes.

A popular misconception which persists today is that the normal modes

of an enclosure can be eliminated by eìimìnating the reguìar shape of the

enc'losure. By bu'il di ng a room w'ith non-paraì'lel wal I s 'it i s supposed that

no modes will be created. Bolt proved experimentally that'irregu'lar'ly

shaped enclosures aìways possess resonant modes(34). Such enclosures thus
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do not s'impl'ify the acoust'ics problems, they simpìy make it difficuìt to

calculate the room response. However such calculation is possÍbìe us'ing

finite element methods and has been demonstrated(35).

Attentjon was turned to caìculating the exact effects of dampìng

on the behaviour of reverberant sound in the very late 1930's. Mo.r.(36)

proposed an exact solution for the behav'iour of a rectangular room whose

walls are uniformìy covered with an absorbing material. Us'ing a modal

approach he calculated the resonant frequencies and the decay propertìes

of the normal modes based upon the magnìtude and phase of the wal I

impedances. This work was corroborated by ghatt(37) who presents experi-

mental evidence supporting the theoretical work performed by Morse.

Maa(38) presented an exact solut'ion for the case of a rectangu'lar

room whose wal I s are covered i n a non-uni form manner wi th absorb'i ng

materi aì . Deta'i I ed cons'iderati on was g'iven to the case of materi aì appì 'ied

to onìy one wall, but the solution can be extended to more compì'icated

cases. Experimental evidence which supported the theory þras presented.

It was generaìly noted by P. sauine(39) that the acoustics 'impedance was

a more exact property of materials than the absorpt'ion coefficient and

that at low frequenc'ies it could lead to more cons'istent results in

reverberant sound tests.

| .2.2 The Stat'i sti cal Vari ati on of Measured Quanti ti es

In the late 1930's attent'ion was turned to describing the statist'ical

properti es of reverberant sound f i el ds . The major erroli n reverberant

sound field measurements continued to be the variance in measured sound

pressure levels both between different laboratories and with'in an indi-

vidual fac'iìity. It was generalìy agreed that the modaì nature of rever-

berant sound was the source of the noted v'ari ance, and methods of

predicting and overcom'ing the variations were sought.
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The first studìes of statistical variat'ions in reverberant sound

fields were the determjnation of stat'istical pressure variations in the

frequency domain. golt(40'41) cons'idered the frequency spacing of normal

modes in a rectangular room and compared the distribution of values cal-

culated for an actual room with two theoretical distribut'ions; a theoret-

icaììy equaì distribut'ion (where the modal spacing ìs the inverse of the

modal density), and a Poisson distribution (an exponentia'l distribution

where the variance is equa'l to the square of the average spacing). It was

shown that the average d'istri buti on of modes was h'igh1y dependent on the

room dimensìons, and that distributions approach'ing either the equal

distribution or the Poisson distribution were possibìe. More recently

S"pr"y".(42) calculated the frequency distribution of normal modes for

a great number of room sizes. Through extensive calculat'ion, the average

mode spaci ng can be opt'im'ized to approach an equaì d'istributi on. Charts

for th'is purpose are presented by Maìing(43).

Schroeder 
(44 ) appì 'i ed a stati st'ical approach to determ'i n'i ng the

frequency domai n room response by assumi ng that modal dens'i ty was

sufficiently h'igh that a'large number of modes would respond to excitation

by a s'ingle frequency. Under these assumed conditjons he was abìe to show

that the frequency distribution of mean square pressure'in the room should

be exponentiaì and that the frequency'irregularity in the room was

ìnverseìy proport'iona1 to the reverberant decay time.

The spat'i aì d'i stribut'ion of sound pressure 'i n a reverberant f i el d

was examined by Waterhouse(45) for perfectìy diffuse condit'ions. Through

the derì vat'ion of i nterf erence patterns near ref ì ect'i ng boundari es,

Waterhouse was able to show that the energy level at a surface would be

2.?dB h'igher than the energy level at a point at least half a wavelength

out from the surface. The mean square sound pressure level rises near the

wall surfacesoand at the wall surface is 3dB greater than the average level
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jn the centre of the room. The effect is compounded at the edges of the

room where the mean square pressure ì s 6dB greater and i n the corners where

it is 9dB greater than the value ìn the centre of the room.

Mèasurement of the cross correl ati on coeff i ci ent of the sound

pressure at two points jn a reverberant sound field is described'in an

eìegant paper by Cook et al.(46). Assuming that the sound field'is com-

pìeteìy diffuse it was shown that the cross correlation coefficient 'is

gìven by, R=(s'in kr)/kr where lis the separation between the two poìnts

and k=Zn/ (wavel ength ) . Th'i s represents the f ì rst pubì i shed deri vat'i on of

a stat'isti cal rel ati onsh'ip descrì bì ng the spati al vafliati on between

arbìtrary po'ints 'in a reverberant sound field. The fulfilment of the above

equation was recommended as a necessary (aìthough not sufficient) condition

for the assessment of a diffuse field.

Sch"oede.( 47 ) I ater devel oped analytic formul as for the foì ì owi ng

frequency-correlat'ion funct'ions; the autocorrelation functions of the real

and imag.inary parts of the frequency response, the autocorrelation of the

moduìus and the squared modulus of the frequency response, and the cross

correlation between the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response.

In developing these relations the assumpt'ion of a d'iffuse field is again

necessary. The modal properties of the reverberant fìeld are'ignored, and

poor resuìts are obtained at ìow frequencies where modal density Ìs small.

Schroeder aìso proposed a lower limit to the frequency range in which the

assumpt.ion of a diffuse field is valid. Th'is'is now referred to as the

'large room limit'and is given bY,

T,r = zooo (+)à ¡q (l .6)

Further stati sti cal rel at'i onshì ps were deri ved by Waterhouse(48)

and Lrbrun(49) to describe pressure variation'in the steady state sound

field. Waterhouse deve'ìoped expressions to describe the spatiaì pressure

dìstribution in a sound fjeld obtained from a s'ingle tone, multiple tones
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of equal amplitude, and for muìtìple tones of unequal ampìitudes. It was

shown that'if many frequency components were present in the sound field,

the pressure ìs equaììy distributed; and in a field consist'ing of a single

tone the sound pressure follows a gamma distribution. Lubman deveìoped

sjmi I ar formul as to descri be the spat'i aì vari ance of the sound field

created by a s'ingìe tone, multi-tone, warb'le tone and narrow band no'ise.

1.2.3 Determination of Sound Power Injection in Reverberant Fields

A stati sti cal ana'lysi s of the pov'rer i nput and room response to

excitation by a poìnt source was performed by Lyon(5). By mak'ing simpìify-

i ng assumptions regard'ing the mode shapes and the average damp'ing, and

by treat'i ng the modal d'i stri buti on and the source pos i ti on as stat'i sti caì 'ly

random variables, the average value and variance of the power flow were

calculated. The pressure d'istribution very near the source and removed

from the source was also calcuìated. Lyon suggested that'if the response

i s averaged over many pos'iti ons of the sound source, the power output 'i s

essentì a'l ly the same as 'in a f ree f iel d. The appropri ateness of the

statjstjcal analysis tvas confirmed for high frequencies where modal overìap

is very high, but at frequencìes below Schroeder's large room limit the

assumptìons of a diffuse field are no longer accurate.

Morse and ingura(50) derived an expression for the power output of

a constant volume veìocity source in a rectanguìan room on the basis of

the solution to the wave equation. They assumed that the admittance of

the wall surfaces is real and very small and that sound absorpt'ion due to

ìosses'in the airis neglig'ib'le. This derivation has formed the theoretical

basis of many recent papers dealing with the power output of a sound source

in a reverberant field.

uating(51) calculated the statistical variation of the sound power

output of a source in a rectangular room. Using the express'ion developed

by Morse and Ingard as a basìs, it was assumed that a large number of modes
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wouì d be exci ted by a source emi ttì ng a s'i ngl e tone. Treati ng the pos'itì on

of the sound source as a random varjable, it was shown that the average

sound pourer output should be the same as in free field condit'ions and an

express'ion f or the normal 'i sed standard devi atì on of the power output i s

de¡ived. Measured values of the average power output were found to have

an average of somewhat less than the free field value. The standard dev'ia-

ti on of the average pov'rer output was f ound to i ncrease as the wal I

admi ttance 'increases. Maì'ing provì ded greater experimentaì deta'il s 'in

another pup.r(52) in which he also descrìbed a circular microphone traverse

and a method of response averaging.

The failure of the average sound power output to match the free field

value was expìained in part by Waterhouse(53). Using the same equatìon

derived by Morse and Ingard, it was assumed that the sing'le frequency

source wouìd excite onìy one mode and that the source i s random'ly

pos'it'ioned. Separate equations describing the space averaged sound pressure

level were derived for axial, tangentiaì, and oblique modes. The mean value

of the sound power output to a singìe mode was shown to differ from the

power output in free field conditions by a factor dependent on the modal

dampi ng.

go¿lun¿(54) cons'idered the sound power injection as predicted

by normal mode theory and constructed a numerical model to describe the

room response to a constant volume velocity source. It was noted that

measurement accuracy was improved by restrict'ing the source locatjons to

points weìì away from the wall surfaces as had been reported by Waterhouse.

It was also noted that measurement error was reduced by making measurements

of the mean square sound pressure ìevel on'ly at locat'ions very near the

room wal I s.

Some guìdeìines for approprìate procedures to be followed 'in deter-

min'ing the sound power output of discrete frequency sound sources were
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suggested by mating(55) and by Ebbing and tvtating(56) 'in 1g73.0f primary

.importance 'i s the averag'i ng of a suff i ci ent number of sound pressure I evel

measurements to ensure an accurate determinatìon of the mean sound pressure

level in the room, and the use of a sufficient number of source positìons

to ensure that the average power output is very near the free field value.

Maì i ng proposed a f ormul a f or determ'ini ng the min'imum number of source

pos'itions necessary to ensure accurate results. Ebbing and I'laling suggested

a qua]'ificat'ion procedure for reverberant rooms to meet min'imum standards

of accuracy.

1.2.4 Methods of Obtaining an Accurate Space Average of Measured Quantities

As spatial averaging gaìned greaterimportance as a means of improv-

'ing measurement accuracy, 'investigators began to consider the most

effectìve methods of obtaìn'ing an average value of the sound pressure

level. The two most often used methods of obtaining a space averaged value

of the sound pressure level have been to average the sound pressure level

as measured at a number of di screte pos'it'ions j n the sound f i el d, and to

average the pressure recorded by a m'icrophone swept through a port'ion of

the room space on either a straight l'ine traverse or on a rotatÍng boom.

A trade-off occurs between the two methods 1n ach'iev'ing the maximum number

of independent samples. Statistìcalìy'independent sampìes must be com-

pìeteìy uncorrelated; in a diffuse sound field th'is 'is fulfilled when the

samples are spaced more than one half wavelength apart. At high frequencies

a m1crophone traverse may be many wave'lengths 'l ong and wi I I be equ'i val ent

to a very large number of uncorrelated sampìes. At low frequencies, a

traverse may be on'ly a f ew wavel engths I ong and 'it may be possi b'le to

obta'in a greater number of statistìcalìy independent samp'les using an array

of microphone posìtìons.

Schroeder( 57 ) deri ved expressi ons descri bi ng the spati a'l standard

dev'iat'ion in the sound pressure levels 'in a d'iffuse field and extended
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this to pred'ict the standard devìation in the average sound pressure level

as determi ned by a straì ght I i ne traverse 'i n the reverberant room.

Lubrun(58) I ater deveì oped an express'ion to descrì be the effect'iveness

of a stra'ight I 'ine traverse i n terms of the equ'i vaì ent number of i nde-

pendent samples that it represents. Sch"oeder(59) derived the same result

and went on to show that the equìvalent number of independent sampìes was

dependent on whether the quantity being determined uras the sound power

level or the sound Pressure level.

At i ntermedi ate f requenc'ies where the number of stati sti ca'l ìy

.independent sampì es on a traverse 'is re'lati ve'ly 'low, accuracy may be

improved by repìacing the traverse with an array cons'isting of the

equìvaìent number of m'icrophones. Waterhouse and Lrb*un(60) demonstrated

that it is aìways possìb'le to improve on the predicted accuracy of the

average obtained w'ith a traverse by measuring the average sound pressure

.in a caref ul ìy chosen array of the equ'ivaì ent number of mi crophone

pos.it.ions . The .i nstrumentati on necessary f or an automati c m'icrophone mul ti -

pìexer to average the sound pressure levels in an array of six microphones

is described by Wooten(61 ).

Lrbrun 
(62 ) summari zed the state of the art 'i n ach'i evi ng opt'imum

measurement accuracy through spatì a'l averagi ng. Thi s 'i ncl udes pred'icti ng

the lower limit to the frequency range in which the sound field can be

cons.idered to behave 'i n a stat j sti cal manner, determi ni ng the number of

samples necessary'in spatiaì averag'ing, and determin'ing the m'injmum spatial

variance that can be achieved.

1.2.5 Statistical Variation in Decaying Sound Fields

Al I of the previ ous'ly descri bed work deaì'ing w'ith the stati st'ical

properties of reverberant sound fìelds appì'ies onìy to the steady state

properties of the sound fìeld. Because the rate of decay is measured in

the course of standard absorpt'ion measurements, the stat'istical variations
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jn measured decay rates is an 'important factorin determin'ing the accuracy

of these measurements. go¿lund(63) emp'iricaì'ly determined the probabiìity

density functions and typ'icaì spat'ial variances of measured reverberation

t'imes and concl uded that they are acceptab'ly descri bed by a gamma di s-

tri buti on .

A very thorough experimental study of the variance in measured

reverberation tìmes uras carried out by Bartel and Nug"uU(64) 'in the

Nati onal Bureau of Standards f ac'i I i ti es i n Wash'ington. More than 26,000

decays were recorded 'in a comprehens'ive study to determine the effect of

a number of variables on the reverberat'ion time in reverberant rooms. Among

those parameters which were stud'Íed were; I ) the effect of drift 'in decay

rates over a period of several hours,2) the effect of the rate of rotat'ion

of a rotating d'iffuser on the measured decay times and on the variance

of measured decay times, 3) the effect of the area of absorb'ing materiaì

on decay times, and 4) the effect of the location of the absorbìng materiaì

and the source location of measured decay times. A number of recommenda-

tions were made as to opt'imum source and rece'iver locations, speed of vane

rotat'ion, and the s'ize and locat'ion of sound absorbing material . It was

also concluded that the gamma distribution lvas unacceptabìe as a model

of reverberat'ion tìme variation, and that a model proposed by Oavr(65)

was more consistent with experimental results.

A statistical model to pred'ict the variation in decay rates in

reverberant rooms was deri ved by Davy, Dunn and Dul''out(66 
) . The model

depends on the assumptions of a diffuse sound field and a un'iform rate

of decay f or al I f requenci es . Resul ts 'i nd'icate that the model works

well at high frequencies, but considerable dev'iations were observed in

the low frequency region. Davy(67'68) extended this work to exp'lain the

curvature noted i n recorded room decays and to predict the vari ance

measured'in the decay of a sound field created by a multi-tone source.

Al though both model s are corroborated by experi mental work at hi gh
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frequencies, the deviation from predicted results at low frequencies is

substanti al .

1.2.6 Comparison of Statistical and Modal Models of Room Behaviour

Since the modal approach to modeìing reverberant room behavjour has

emerged as a useful model 'i n predi cti ng many of the properti es of

reverberant sound f i el ds, i ts rel at'ionshi p to the stat'i sti cal model i s of

interest. In a landmark paper ìn ì971, Morro*(69) derjved the poìnt to

point correlation coeffic'ient of sound pressure levels in a steady state

reverberant sound field based on the actual mode shapes'in a reverberant

room. It was shown that when conditions approached those assumed for

d'iffuse sound f ields (h'igh modal density, equaì mode spacing, al I modes

at equaì ampììtude, and no dampìng), the cross correlation predicted by

modaì theory approaches that predicted by the statistical theory of Cook

et al . 
(46). 

However, thi s approach yieìds very different results at low

frequenci es and the stati sti cal theory i s compì etely i nval i dated for

certa'in condi ti ons i ncl udi ng modaì degeneracy, and poor source or rece'i ver

location. The results obtained by Morrow for steady state sound fields

were confirmed by Chien and Soroka(70) 
"ho 

also predicted the spat'iaì cross

correl ati on 'i n decay'ing reverberant sound f i el ds . Thei r resul ts compared

wel I wi th experi mental fi ndi ngs .

Waterhouse and cook(71) used a modal approach to describe the energy

density of a reverberant sound field at discrete points in a room. When

a large number of oblique modes are s'imultaneousìy exc'ited the spat'ial

energy dìstribution approaches that pred'icted by Waterhouse(45) using a

stat'istical model. Waterhouse and van Wulfften palthe(72) derived an

expression for the spat'iaì variance of a sound field composed of N modes

and showed that as N approaches infinity, the variance approaches l.
Chr(73) demonstrated that the modal approach agrees favourably with the

statistical approach in predicting 'interference patterns 'in the sound fieìd
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when the sound fieìd is excited by white noise, or by averag'ing over many

source locatìons for a sìngle frequency source.

1.2.7 Prediction of Rate of Decay by Alternative Models

A number of aìternative theoretical models have been derived to des-

c¡i be the decay of sound ì n a reverberant room. They represent both

empi ricaì model s wh'ich base predi cted behavi our on the previ ous'ly observed

room behav'iour, and model s i n whi ch room behavi our i s predi cted theoret'ic-

aìly on the basis of the wall impedance and the source impedance.

A semì-empirical model for pred'ictìng the decay rate of reverberant

sound was proposed by Rtal(4) 'in 1959. The ìmpedance of the sound absorbing

test material is measured by the ìmpedance tube method to obta'in the basic

sound absorb'ing propertìes of the material. The room behaviour is deter-

mined by mult'ipìy'ing the acoustic impedance of the sample by an emp'iricaììy

determined complex number wh'ich represents the effects of the room and

of the sampìe pìacement. This complex constant'is a function of frequency,

but i s 'i ndependent of the samp'le absorpt'ion. The room behavi our i s then

described by a series of complex constants, each of which appìies to a

different frequency range. Although the results of th'is study were promis-

'i ng , the ì mpedance tube method of determ'i ni ng 'impedance does not i ncl ude

eff ects due to the shape or s'ize of many material s. Samp'le si ze was

necessariìy restricted by the dimensions of the impedance tube,and mount'ing

condi t'ions proved s'ign'if i cant'ly di ff erent between the reverberant room

and the 'impedance tube.

.loy..(74) developed a power series for the calcul at'ion of the

reverberation tjme in enclosures of any shape in terms of the average

absorpt'ion coef f ic'ient. The deri vati on 'i s dependent on the i ntegraì

equation for the spatial energy balance deve'loped by t<uttrutt(75). For

very small values of absorpt'ion the series approaches the Sabine equation.
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An 'iterati ve procedure f or cal cul ati ng the reverberat'ion time i n

a room which is based on the ray approxlmatlon was used by Suhrueder'(76).

The iteration is based on two'integral equatìons representing a spatial

energy balance and a tempora'l energy balance. The procedure uses the Sab'ine

approximatjon of the decay rate as an'in'itial value, then iterates between

the two integraì equations unt'il the sequence converges on a stable value.

Th'is procedure requires lengthy computation by computer and has at present

been used successfuìly only on two dimens'ional systems.

The ray tracing technìque has tremendous potent'iaì as a method of

accurately pred'i cti ng reverberati on times i n any encl osure. The ray

approxìmation'is a naturalìy'intuit'ive approach which assumes time doma'in

behaviour in the reverberant space. The sound field ìs modeled as an

'infinite number of sound 'rays' wh'ich propagate out from the source 'in

every direction and are reflected back and forth until they d'ie away. A

compl ete sol ut'ion was g'iven by Mi ntr.r(77 ) who descri bed the reverberent

sound field in terms of ìmages. Unfortunateìy, the complexity of th'is model

leads to prohibitively long computat'ioñ ti*es.

An approx'imate image model was developed by Mayo(78) *¡ich considered

the effects of groups of images in a rectanguìar room. Mayo was able to

show that at I ow f requenc'ies the response of the room to exc'itati on by

wh'ite noi se sound consi sts primarily of d'iscrete f requency components wh'ich

correspond to groups of equidistant'images that lie aìong a line passing

through the room and whose wavel ength 'i s a submul t'i pì e of the d'i stance

between those 'images. These frequencies convenientìy correspond to the

frequencies predicted by modal theory. Those frequency components which

are not reinforced by successi ve images do not make a s'ignif icant contribu-

tìon to the audìble sound field.

Experimental verjfication of the ray tracing modeì has been obtained

by B..run( 79) for rectangul ar systems with two, three and four p1 ane
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boundari es . The ray traci ng approx'imat'i on i s more versati I e than modal

theory as ìt is capable of applìcation to more compìex enclosure sltapes

than those permitted by modal theory. A computer simulation of reverberant

decay 'in a rectanguì ar room ut'il ì z'ing the ray traci ng approach has been

described by wayman(80).

The modal characteristìcs of reverberant sound fields ìn steady state

and decaying conditions is well establ'ished(81 ). In th'is thesis, two models

of a reverberant sound f i el d 'i n a rectangul ar room are examj ned and the'ir

accuracy in predicting the ra'te of decay of reverberant sound is compared.

The f irst model exam'ined 'i s the tradi t'ional modal approach as descri bed

by Morse and Ingard. The second is a comb'ination of the modal approach

and the ray trac'ing theory'in a manner sim'ilar to that orìg'ina'lìy described

by Norri s.

].3 STANDARD MEASUREMENT METHODS

The accurate determ'i nati on of the acoust'ic properti es of materi al s

and the sound power output of equi pment requi res speci a'l test f aci I 'iti es

and procedures(82). To ensure that measured iest results meet a reasonable

degree of accuracy, standard methods have been adopted by various private

and governmental organìsations. Standard methods for determinìng the sound

pot{er output of no'ise sources are pubì'ished by the International Standards

0rganisatìon ( IS0)(83). Special procedures are specified for broad band

noise sources(84), and for d'iscrete frequency and narrow band sour..r(84).

Recognising that it is not always poss'ible to achieve a high level of

accuracy, separate standards apply for 'precìsion' and 'eng'ineering'

measurement.(86). Specificatìons for the determìnat'ion of sound absorptìon

coefficients are included in a separate IS0 standard(87). fh. International

Standards 0rgan'i sat'ion does not have a standard f or the determi nati on of

the transmj ssi on I oss i n bu'i 1di ng parti ons, but the Standards Assoc'i ati on

of Austraììa provides an appropriate proce¿u..(88).
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.l.3.1 
Sound Power Level

To predi ct the amb'ient no'i se I eveì i n vari ous workì ng and 1 i vi ng

environments it is necessary to know the amount of sound power which w'ill

be injected into the space by noise sources within'it. Thus the sound power

output of a noì se source ì s tested 'i n a control I ed envi ronment. One

accepted method for doing th'is has been to place the noise source in an

anecho'ic or semi-anechoi. ,oor(89) and thus sinrulate a free field condition

'in which to test the source. However, the anechoìc room method requires

that sound pressure level measurements be made in a carefully constructed

array of many m'icrophone positions. The requìred array of measurement

pos'it'ions 'i s sel dom possi bl e except 'i n very 'l arge anechoì c rooms and f or

reìatively small sources. In any case, the procedure'is intricate and time

consum'ing.

In princìp'le, nreasurements made'in a reverberation room should be

much simpler to perform. The steady state sound pressure level in the

reverberant sound field is dìrectìy related to the sound power output of

the noi se source and the amount of absorpti on i n the room. By p'lac'ing the

source in a reverberant room for which the absorbing propert'ies are known,

the sound power of the source can be determ'ined by measuring the sound

pressure I evel i n the room. Al I i nf ormati on regardi ng the d'irect'ivi ty of

the source 'i s I ost i n th'i s test, but 'i n many pract'ical app'l 'icati ons thi s

i nformati on i s unnecessary.

Unfortunately, the test'is not as simple in practìce as the theory

would indicate as spec'iaì precautions must be taken to ensure that the

experimentaì conditions'in the test environment meet the theoret'icaìly

assumed cond'itions. The relevant theory, which is outlined'in the pub'l'ished

standard procedures, assumes that a diffuse sound field ex'ists in the test

environment. Various definjtìons of diffusion have been accepted in the

past.One of the worst definitjons has been that in a d'iffuse field there
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'is un'iform sound pressure at all locations 'in the fìeld. It is true that

for very wide band noise sources a perfectìy d'iffuse field wilì approach

thjs condition, but narrow band and discrete frequency sources deviate

consi derab'ly f rom i t even 'i n a perf ectly di ff use f iel d.

Three def i ni ti ons wh'ich have gai ned acceptance and wh'ich are

essent'iaì 1y equì val ent u..(6 ) 
,

(ì) A diffuse sound fìeld is one in which the total energy dens'ity (both

potential and kinetic) is the same at all points'in the room and each

vol r¡me el ement radi ates equal 'ly 
ì n aì I d'irecti ons.

Q) A diffuse sound fieìd is one 'in which there 'is equaì probabiìity of

energy f I ow ì n al I di recti ons and the ang'le of i nc'idence on the bound-

aries'in the room is entireìy random.

(3) A diffuse sound f ield 'is the superposit'ion of an 'inf inite number of

plane progress'ive waves, such that at any point in spacerall direct'ions

of propagation are equa'lly probable and the phase relat'ionshjp between

any two waves is compìeteìy random.

At I ow f requenc'ies, the number of modes exc'ited i n a thi rd octave

band is very small. Because the modal density is low, the reverberant field

is accurately modeled as the superposition of a small number of resonant

modes. The sound field, which is characterjsed by only a few modes,'is

certa'inìy not di ff use and 'l arge vari ati ons are observed i n the sound

pressure level measured at different points in the field. The low modaì

densi ty of the reverberant sound f j el d i s w'idely recogni sed 'i n the

l'iterature as a major source of measurement error.

The fai ì ure of the sound source to radi ate equa'l amounts of power

at al I f requenc'ies i s an add'iti onal aspect of the probl em wh'ich has

received much ìess attention in the literature. llhatever the internal

impedance of the source, the amount of power radiated is dependent on the

'impedance of the load (the radiation ìmpedance), which is dependent on
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the I ocatì on of the source 'i n the room. ruui ng(90 ) measured the radi at'ion

impedance seen by a source in a reverberant sound fleld and showed Lhat

.it vari es greatìy w'ith the pos'iti on of the source. Lyon( 
5 ) showed that

a sound source moved between many pos'itions in a diffuse field will see,

on average, free field impedance. Mal'inn(st ) and Waterhouse(53) both

demonstrated that in a sound field which'is modeled as the summation of

a number of modes the sound potl,er output of a source differs from the free

f.ield vaìue by an amount determ'ined by the damping. Bies and Hansen(91 '92)

showed that in the presence of a rotating diffuser a sound source tends

to see, on average, free field impedance. When the diffuser rotates faster

than about twenty rpm the'impedance seen is essentia]ìy free fìeld.

Three pri ncÌ pl e approaches have been adopted to al I evi ate these

probl ems; the construct'ion of f aci I 'iti es whi ch maxi mi se the i nherent amount

of dì f f us.iv'ity i n the room, averag'ing the resul ts of measurements made

at a large number of microphone and source locations, and enhancing the

d-if f usi vi ty of the sound f iel d through the ì ntroduct'ion of di f f usi ng

surf aces 'in the room.

Spec.ial consideratìon ìn the desìgn of a reverberant test room can

hel p to m.i ni m j se I ow f requency probì ems . By mak'i ng the room very 'l arge,

the modal densi ty 'i n a gi ven f requency band i s 'i ncreased and the usef ul

frequency range of the room is extended to the lower bands. However, this

approach is limited by pract'icaì constraints. The h'igh cost of constructing

very 'l arge f aci I i ti es prohì bi ts most organ'i sati ons f rom bu'i 1di ng a room

of more than 200 cubic metres. Furthermore, the 'improvement of the low

frequency room response i s proport'i onal to the i ncrease 'i n the room

volume, whi'le high frequency losses due to air absorpt'ion'increase in

proport.ion to the I i near d'imensions of the room. Thus I ow f requency

response 'is gained with ì ncreas'ing room size but at the expense of h'igh

frequency response. 0ther useful considerat'ions 'include carefully choosìng
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room dimensions to improve the dìstrìbution of modes in a frequency band,

and bui'ldi ng rooms wi th non-para'l ì eì wal I s to reduce the eff ects of modal

degeneracy.

Measurement variation due to the modal structure in the reverberant

space can be partly overcome by making a large number of measurements at

a number of locations'in the room. By moving the m'icrophone between a ìarge

number of randomìy chosen locations, a statistical average of the SPL'is

measured which should represent the true spat'ia'l average 'in the room.

By moving the sound source to a'large number of locations in the

room, the variance jn the average sound power radiated 'is reduced. This

ensures that consistent results are obta'ined for different series of

measurements. Unfortunately the combinat'ion of a ìarge number of measure-

ment locations and a ìarge number of sound source locat'ions dictates a

long and tedious measurement procedure.

Efforts are al so made at enhanci ng the di ffusi on of exi stì ng

facilities through the introduction of stat'ionary or moving refìecting

surfaces. Large reflectìng paneìs are hung from the ceìl'ing in a random

manner to d'isrupt the modal structure created by the rectanguìar room.

In a carefulìy conducted round rob'in t.rt(93) it was found that this

produced onìy I imited 'improvement at low frequenc'ies. This would be

expected, as the apparent change in the room shape only a'lters the shape

of individual modes (and thus reduces modal degeneracy) wjthout signif-

ìcantìy 'increasing the number of modes ìn a g'iven frequency band(34).

Greater success has been attained with the introduction of a rotat'ing

diffuser. The constantìy movìng refìectìng surface has the effect of con-

stantly chang'ing the shape of the room, thus constantly changing the modal

structure 'i n the .oor(90 ' 
91 ) . The use of a rotati ng di ff useri s wjdeìy

accepted as one of the most ef f ecti ve methods of enhanci ng the d'iff us'ion

in a reverberant sound field.
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0f course it must be emphasìsed that these probìems are most prevaì-

ent at low frequencies. In the lower frequency bands the modal denslty

in the room is ìow, the modes wh'ich make up the sound in the room are

uncoupìed, and pressure and partìcìe veìocity vary great'ly throughout the

room. At high frequencies the modal density is very hìgh and the rever-

berant sound field approaches a diffuse field. In the middle and high

frequency ranges the standard test procedures gi ve reasonab'l e and

consi stent resul ts . The probì ems wi th the standard procedures I 'ie 'i n the

ìow frequency range.

1.3.2 Sound Absorption Coefficient

Perhaps the most common use of the reverberant room i s for the

determi nati on of the sound absorpti on coeffi ci ent of vari ous bu'i I di ng

materi al surf aces . I n archì tectural desì gn, the domi nant f actori n obtai n-

ing "good acoustics" is the room reverberat'ion time. Accurate prediction

and control of the reverberat'ion tìme is only possibìe'if the architect

has ava'ilable to hjm reliable 'information about the absorbing propert'ies

of the room surf aces. Thus cons'iderabl e ef f ort i s expended i n determ'in'ing

the absorb'ing properti es of commonìy used bui I d'ing materi al s .

The most commonìy accepted method of measuring the absorption co-

efficient of buiìding materiaìs'is through the use of the reverberant room

and the measurement of the decay rate of the reverberant sound field. In

the accepted standard method(87), the absorbing material is pìaced on the

floor of the reverberant room and sound power is then injected in one third

octave bands with a speaker to excite the room to a steady state sound

level. The sound source is abruptly cut off and the decay'is recorded on

a ì ogarithm'ic I evel recorder, on an osci I 'l ograph, or by d'ig'ita'l means . The

absorpt'ion coeff i c'ient i s then cal cul ated by compari ng the decay rate of

the room w'ith and without the absorbing materiaì in place us'ing the formula
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given in the standard. The standard pubìication provides a detailed des-

criptìon of the test method.

As with other reverberant room tests, ìarge discrepanc'ies are noted

'in data. Thi s was apparent to earìy i nvest'igators and was the subject of

numerous papers(19-24). Severaì round rob'in experiments have been conducted

to establish the degree of agreement between different laboratories and

to assess the effectiveness of various means of enhanc'ing d'iffusion(19'93'94).

As in the measurement of sound power levels, most of the errors noted are

attributed to the fa'ilure to achieve the assumed diffuse field.

None of the probìems faced in measurement of the absorpt'ion co-

efficient are new. Sabine realised the l'imitations of this method when

he noted that "(I) The duration of audibiìity of residual sound is !,.gly
the same 'in al I parts of an audi tori um; (2 ) the durati on of aud'ib'iì ity

i s !g!I_]X _r n!!-çlS¡lg1¡t of the posì t'ion of the source; (3 ) the eff ic'iency

of an absorbent ìn reducing the duration of the residual sound'is, under

ord'i nary ci rcumstances , ls¡ffJ Uqggg-11d"nt of ì ts posì ti on. " 
(8 ) Thus Sabi ne

adm'itted that the rel ati onsh'ips r¡,ere not exact; however, us'ing modern

equipment considerable variation 'in all of the above are observed.

The major shortcomings of the current test methods are;

(l ) Recorded decay curves dispìay large fluctuations, ìeading to a high

degree of non-ì ìnearìty;

(2) Measured decay rates are not repeatable with great accuracy makìng

it necessary to obtain a statist'ical average;

(3) Some recorded decays dìspìay curvature or sharp breaks'in their slope;

(4) The rate of decay varies between different points'in the room;

( 5 ) The cal cul ated absorpt'ion coef f i c'ient 'i s dependent upon the samp'le

size;

(6) The calculated absorption coefficient is dependent on the location

of the samp'le in the room.
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These irregularities serìously hamper the accurate determ'ination of the

absorpti on coef f ic'ient . The standard method spec'if i es precautì ons whi ch

are to be taken to reduce the 'inaccuracy 'in measurement.

The approach taken by the standard procedure i s to reduce the error

by more closeìy approximating the assumed test cond'itions. To th'is end ìt

spec.ifies that the decay rates are to be recorded at a number of

pos.itìons and the results averaged. It also recommends moving the source

to a number of locat'ions for the same reasons as in sound power level

measurements. Rooms must also be fitted w'ith d'iffusing eìements to disrupt

the modal structure of the sound field. in addition to these specifica-

t.ions, the standard procedure eliminates the variat'ion due to the sìze

of the absorbi ng samp'le by spec'ifyi ng a standard si ze. The current IS0

standard specifies a sample of 8.5 to 12-0n2.

Wh-ile these methods do improve accuracy at low frequencìes, varia-

tions which effectìvely restrict the useful frequency range still occur.

Current research efforts are aimed at pred'ictìng and reduc'ing the statis-

t'ical error observed.

.l.3.3 
Sound Transmission Loss

Architects and others involved in the field of noise control are

concerned vlith pred'icting the amount of sound power transmitted through

buìld.ing partitions from one room to another, or from the outside (i.e.

traffic no.ise) to the inside envìronment. The Standards Association of

Australìa specifies a standard procedure for determining the a'irborne Sound

Transm'ission Loss (STL) of buiìd'ing part'itions(88).

The sound transmi ssi on I oss of a bui I di ng parti t'ion ì s def ined as

the rat'io of the sound energy incident on the part'it'ion to the sound energy

transm1tted through and rad'iated by the partion. As it is difficuìt to

measure the incident and radiated sound energìes directly, the transm'iss'ion

I oss .i s redef i ned 'i n terms of quant'it'ies whi ch can be measured more
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readily. As specified by the standard, the sound transmission loss is

defined in terms of the difference, d, in thc sound pressure level between

the two rooms and the total absorption in the receiving room by equatìon

(r.7).

STL = d + l0 ìog (S/A) Eq (1.7)

The undefined terms in equation (1.7) are S, the area of the partition,

and A, the equi vaì ent absorpt'ion i n the rece'i vi ng room i n square meters

of perfect absorbent. The assumpt'ion 'inherent 'in thi s def i n'it'ion 'i s that

the sound energy i ncident on (and radi ated by) the part'ition 'is porpor-

tjonal to the average sound pressure level'in the source room.

The test procedure spec'if ies that the partì t'ion to be tested be

pì aced between two reverberant rooms wh'i ch are otherwi se compì etely

isolated from each other. Sound power is iniected into one room in one

th'ird octave bands and the average sound pressure level is measured in

both rooms. Know'ing the total absorpt'ion 'in the rece'ivi ng room, the sound

transmi ss'ion I oss 'is caì cul ated usì ng equati on (l .7 ) .

The accuracy of th'is method 'is no better than the accuracy of the

sound pressure level measurements 'in the two rooms. It also depends on

the accuracy of the absorpt'ion measurements in the receiving room. Thus

all of the sources of error inherent in the determinatìon of sound power

and absorption coefficient measurements are also present in the deter-

minat'ion of the sound transmission loss. Addit'iona'lly, this determÍnation

'i s al so subject to the assumpt'ion that the sound power i nc'ident on the

pane'l on the source side and absorbed on the receiver s'ide 'is proportional

to the average sound pressure level in the respective rooms.

The steps taken to improve the accuracy of the measurements are

j dent'ical to those aì ready spec'if ied f or sound polver I evel measurements

and absorpti on coeffi c'i ent determi nati on .
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It i s unfortunate that even after al I of the recommended steps are

taken to assure that the reverberant sound field is as nearìy diffuse as

possibìe, the useful frequency range in which accurate measurements can

be made is still restricted to frequenc'ies far above the lowest frequenc'ies

of interest. The standard procedures all specify the 125H2 octave band

or the l00Hz one-third octave band as the lowest frequency for measurement.

Thi s i s based upon a typicaì val ue of the Schroeder cut-off

frequency(47) . Architectural concerns go well below l00Hz and noise control

problems are often encountered i n thi s range. Indeed, the fundamentaì

frequency of many electrical and rotating machjne noise sources is 50 or

60H2. Clearly there is a pract'ical need to be able to make accurate sound

level measurements at frequencies as low as the 50Hz third-octave band,

and poss'ibìy even as low as the 25Hz band.
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ALTERNAf IVt THIORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Three al ternat'i ve model s have been proposed 'i n the open I 'iterature

for the decaying reverberant sound field. A new fourth model wi'll be

proposed 'i n thi s chapter. A stat'i st'ical model , wh'ich does not depend upon

the wave propert'ies of sound, has provi ded the tradi ti ona'l ly accepted

approach to the probìem of describìng the reverberant sound field and'its

decay when the source is shut off. The most commonly accepted alternative

to this model ìs the modal modeì whjch depends upon the wave propert'ies

of sound and upon an ana'lyt'icaì sol uti on to the associ ated boundary val ue

probìem. In consequence its appl'icat'ion is limited to a few simple geo-

metrjes. To obvìate thjs limitation of the modal model, a ray tracing modeì

has been developed as an alternative to the exact solut'ion required by

the modal model . The ray trac'ing approximation accounts for the non-un'iform

response noted at'low frequencies, as does the modal model, but it is not

restricted to a few sìmp1e geometries; it'is appìicable in a great range

of realìstic circumstances. The fourth model, which will be introduced

i n thi s chapter, ì s a combi nat'ion of the modal and ray trac'ing approaches.

The tradi ti onal 1y accepted stati st'ical model , I i sted f i rst above, wi I I

be shown to follow as a crude approximat'ion of this fourth model.

In the stat'ist'ical approach taken by Sabine and others to describe

the relationships between a reverberant sound field and the factors affect-

ing it and which is the approach used today'in standard test methods,

several assumpt'ions are made to permit the derivatjon of these relation-

ships from sìmple concepts. The most important of these assumptìons 'is

that the behaviour of the sound field is independent of the shape of the
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encìosure and can be determined from the volume, surface area, and the

absorptìve propertìes of the wal I surtaces. Alternatively, the modal

approach 'is based upon an exact solution of the three dimensional wave

equatìon and'is generaìly restrìcted to enclosures of simple geometry such

as rectanguìar rooms. An'important assumpt'ion made'in the modal approach

'is that the impedance seen by a wave at the bounding surfaces 'is everywhere

unjform over these surfaces. This'is hardìy an'ideal solut'ion as in reaìity

few rooms possess s'impìe geometry and the impedance over any wa'll may vary

w1dely and by several orders of magni tude. Nonethel ess, thi s model 'is a

useful one as many rooms commonìy encountered can be approx'imateìy modeled

as rectangu'lar in shape, and the solutions available from this model are

convenientìy obtained and are useful in defining the modal structure of

the reverberant sound field. The ray approximation provides a model which

accounts for the variable room response at Iow frequencies and 'is not

restrìcted to the simple geometrìc shapes of the modal approach. However,

the extensì ve computati ons necessary 'in generat'ing a ì arge number of rays

and foì I owi ng them through a ì arge number of refl ecti ons makes the

pract'icaf imp'lementat'ion of th j s model d'if f i cul t.

A fourth model , which is jntroduced in th'i, .hupt.r(95), 'is a combina-

tion of the modaì approach as defined by the genera'l solut'ion to the wave

equat'ion for a rectangu'ìar room and a ray tracing approach sim'ilar to that

derived by Mintze.(77) and Nayo(74) and implemented by Berman(79), and

Wayman and Vunyo(80). This model considers the reverberant sound field

to consist of the superposit'ion of the resonant modes as predicted by the

wave equat'ion. However, the decay of an ind'iv'idual mode 'is calculated

foì I ow'ing the ray approx'imati on and the total sound pressure I evel at any

'instant is computed as the sum of all the decayìng modes. The decay rate

of an ind'ividual mode is derived by modeling the mode as the sum of at

most eight waves traveìling around the room on closed paths. At each
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reflection a fraction of the incident energy is lost, resulting'in a decay

rvhjch occurs in a series of djscrete steps. The fraction of energy lost

on reflection depends upon the wall impedance and the angìe of incidence

of the sound wave. The pred'icted decay rates f or th'i s modeì vary si g-

n'if icantly from those of the modal approach.

2.2 THE TJAVE EQUATIoN AND SOLUTI0NS

The generaì sol uti on 'i s obtai ned by starti ng wi th the three

dìmensionaì wave equat'ion(96) .

22 '2r'c' v-p = # 
Eq (2.1 )

The speed of sound i s approx'imated by c=20.02tffi., p i s the

pressure which js the fluctuating part of the total pressure, and

t'ime. Introducing a sinUso'idal harmonic solution of frequency û)

equat'ion (2.1), the Helmholtz form of the wave equation is obtained.

v2p+kzp =g " k

sound

t is
'into

Eq (2.2)

Eq (2.3)

c

In Cartesi an coordi nates th'is becomes:

,2p - ,2p -rzp-2',-2',--2ax ay ax

+rle - o

4rnlo
az

where k2 = k? + uZ + k?xyz

+kp=g

The room is modeled as a rectanguìar paralìelopiped w'ith the origin of the

coordinate axes at one corner as 'in Figure 1.

Separat'ing variables, the u,ave equation can be rewritten as

,2p--2
Xa

,2p--2
ay

2+k p
v

0

0

Eq Q.4)
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The sol uti on w'i I I be of the f orm,

p(x,y,z) = p(x) p(y) p(z) Eq (2'5)

Assuming that the wal'ìs of the room are compìeteìy rifid the foìIow-

ing boundary conditions apply to the solutions of equatiors (2.4).

ff = o at x=o and x= c*

S = o at y=g and Y=1, EqiG,ê)

$t = o at z=o and z= e',

The solution for a perfectìy rectangular room with rigid walls is

gi ven by equati ons ( 2.7 ) .

N IIX N IIY N-TTZ

p¡(x,y,z) = C'''. cos -x-- sq5 -*: cos -,"'-xyz
n n n

Eq (2.7)
z

NC

The undefined variables in equations (2.71 are the modal indices, hx, ny,

and n, which are 'integers that may take any vaìue between 0 and -; C,,,, is

a constant whìch is proportional to bhe steady state amplitude of each

mode; and r^rn 'i s the anguì ar f requency of osci I I ati on of the mode 'in

radìans per second.

Equatìons Q.7) represent an i nf inite number of un'ique solutions

to the wave equati on f or a spec'if i ed case. A un'ique combi nat'ion of the

three modal'indices determines the frequency of a resonant mode and its

general characteristics. Each mode wjìl dispìay a unique pattern of nodes

and antinodes'in the room. Intermediate frequencies wh'ich are not specified

by any combination of integer mode numbers cannot satìsfy the boundary

condi t'ions of i nf ini te'ly ri gi d v¡al ls . However, i n an actual si tuati on a

kn t

,N

z
r,

+2v

v
t+2X

9"
X

.L)'f'

k
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room wi I I not have perf ect'ly ri g'id wal I s and sol uti ons 'i n terms of i nter-

mediate frequencies are then possible. The bandwidths of the resonant modes

thus become greater than zero and reverberant sound energy i s stored at

.intermediate frequencies as long as the field is driven at those inter-

medi ate f requenc'ies .

A compl ete sol uti on of the more pract'ica'l case 'i n whi ch the room

walls are very ìightìy damped ìs available(50'96). The prob'lem'is handled

in much the same manner as in the undamped case, but slight'ly different

boundary condi ti ons are appì 'ied. I nstead of assum'ing that the wal ì s are

rìgid the particle veìoc'ity is allowed to take on non-van'ish'ing values

at the room boundaries. The boundary condìtions ìn equations Q.6) now

become

-dpoAx = ikp for x = 0

Eq (2.8)

.dp
"'¿lx

= -ikp for X

where r i s the spec'if ic 'impedance of the wal l s normal to the x-axi s and

is assumed to be uniform over the wall surface and'independent of time.

Similar equations appìy in the y and z direction. Note that both e and k are

compl ex quanti t'ies . Expressi ng the dynami c characteri st'ics of the boundary

in terms of the wall adm'ittance and assuming the admittance to be small

and evenly distributed over the wall surfaceo the characteristic equat'ion

'i s approx'imated by,

p¡ (x,y ,z) = C* cos ( on*** tn* ) cos ( knyy+'Þny ) cos ( knrz+'l,,,.', )

k
n

X

kN

In*
n-

X

and {,

'i r¡( e +ß

where
XO XI Eq (2.s)
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X
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The solution equatìons Q.Ð are due to ruttrutt(96) and are less exact

than those of tutorr.( 50 ) . Usi ng Morse' s notati on we denote the admittance

of the wall surface perpendicular to the x-axìs at the point x=0 as ßxo,

and the ¿fl¡ittance of the opposi te wal I ( at the po'int x=rx ) ut U ,n . The

notat'ion used for the other wall surfaces is compìeteìy anaìogous (Byo,

ßyr, Bzo, Urr), As ß approaches 0, the funct'ions in equations (2.91

approach those 'i n equat'i ons Q .7 ). Thus f or the case of a ì i ghtly damped

room, the propert'ies of the reverberant field can be approximated using

equations (2.7).

In form'ing a working model of the reverberant sound field based upon

a modaì approach, 'it is recongised that the majority of the sound energy

in the room will be concentrated in the normal modes. Thus the sound

pressure level at any point is wrjtten as the sum of the contributions

due to the d'ifferent modes as ìn equat'ion (2.10),

Plotal ( x,Y; z, t )

N IIX
-X.L

X

N IIV
çes-r- " ç9

v

nnz
Icfr ( co

s'i n2 (, *t+o* )

fi'fr

2 sin2(o*t+4*) Eq (2..l0)
z

where Cn is the sound pressure amp'litude of the Nth mode as described by

equat'ions Q.7), 0¡ is the phase of the Nth mode which will be assumed

random, and the summation is performed over all modes included in the

frequency band of jnterest. If the pressure measurement is made in a corner

of the room then equat'ion ( 2 . l0 ) becomes,

2

cornerP (t ) Eq (2.11)

A I i near superpos'iti on of the parti ci pati ng modes wi th random phases 'i s

assumed in writ'ing equations (2.10) and (2..l1).
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?.3 STEADY STATT BEHAVIOUR OF THE MODAL SOUND FIELD

The characteristics of the steady state reverberant sound field in

the rectanguì ar room are comp'leteìy described by equati on ( 2 . 
.l0 

) . Th'i s

equat.ion represents an approximation due to the assumpt'ion that the sound

fjeld is so 1ìghtìy damped that there is no s'ignificant response at inter-

med'iate frequenc'ies. Thìs is valid insofar as the resonant modes are

normaììy distinguished by 20 to 30dB from the intermed'iate frequencìes.

Equation (2.10) descrìbes the sound field'in terms of the characteristjc

f uncti on of the normal modes wh'ich 'i s deri ved f rom equat'i ons Q .7 ), the

angular frequency of the modes which js also described by equation Q-7)'

the phase angìe between modes which is assumed to be a random variable,

and the steady state ampìitude of each mode. The pred'iction of the steady

state modal ampl i tudes wi I I be d'i scussed 'i n thi s sect'ion .

In developing a model which describes the steady state amplitude,

ìt is necessary to make some assumption regard'ing the distribution of sound

energy among the excited modes. Two models based upon d'ifferent assumpt'ions

w.ill be considered. The model most frequentìy appearing in the l'iterature

over the years,'is that of equaì energy per mode, and where not stated

this model is imp'l'icit in the commonly accepted defìnit'ion of a diffuse

field. However, 'in a reverberant sound field of ì'ightìy damped uncoup'led

modes such as ex'i sts 'i n a reverberant room, a better assumpt'ion mì ght be

that of equaì power flow, on average, into all modes(97). These two models

which will be referred to as the "Equaì Energy Distribut'ion" and the "Equaì

Power Flow" models respect'ively, w'ill be jnvestigated in this section.

2.3.1 Equal Energy Di stri buti on

The concept of Equal Energy Djstribut'ion 'is defined as meaning that

the total 'instantaneous energy (kinetic plus potential ) associated with



a gi ven room mode i s equa'l to that of every other room mode on average

in a reverberant sound field characterlsed by light damp.ing.

The total energy dens'ity at a point r and at t'ime t in a reverberant

field is given by

ffrt.,t) = ,É!+ * pot? (r,r)) Eq Q.1z)
o

The totaì energy in the room at time t'is obtained by integrating equation

(2.12) over the room volume.

/uor(r,t) = rlu(f,IL]rror?(r,t))dv Eq(2.13)u oott L

a s'ingì e mode

expression for
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N fol I ows from

the first term

The acoustic pressure (p(r,t) ) for

equat'ion (2.ì0) 'leadìng to the following

on the night hand side of equatìon (2.13).

e
2iut cos 2

ooc

In evaluat'ing thìs jntegral, we note that

nIIx(f) cos,,T1, ,or, (nln' )dxdydzyz
9,9,L
IXIYT''o o o

ct't

Iu
o2(.,t)'--r
ooc

t aor2TN
n llx

X

r,
X

L
X

e
n

X

=lforn
=2forn

Eq (2.14)

Eq (2.15)

Eq (2. 16 )

n
e

e

X
=0
lowhere X

o
n

X
X

Noting that the wave number k=o/c, it follows that
g,9,Lxyz

€eennnxyz

]S

the

the

Thus the total instantaneous potentiaì energy in a given room mode

proport'ionaì to the instantaneous sound pressure level of the mode.

The expression for the total instantaneous modal k'inetic energy in

room is readììy shown to be exactìy the same as the expression for

potentia'l energy, but out of phase by 90 degrees. This is to be
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expected as it is necessary for the conservation of energy. The sum of

the potential and kjnetic errergies is uonsIant'in time (l'or a steady state

sound field) and is
2

C V

tN Eq Q.171l

This may be expressed in terms of the mean square sound pressure level

in the corner of the room as

NI
z

oot 
z tr*'v* tr*

E¡t -2p
N

V

¿oCe E Ê'o xN YN zN

ex,tv .ez.
J "J J

Eq (2.18)

Eq ( 2.20)

corner

The amount of energy contai ned 'i n a mode i s dependent onìy on the sound

pressure I evel associ ated w'i th that mode and the modal i nd'ices wh'ich deter-

mi ne the va'lues of e r e and exN- v¡ tN

Adopt'ing the assumptì on that the sound energy 'in the room i s equaì ìy

distributed among the modes, we can determ'ine the exact pressure level

difference between the various room modes. The ratio of the sound pressures

of two modes 'i and j ì s

ex.ev,ez,
't "l l Eq (2.le)-2 tx ty tz

and the decibel level difference is g'iven by

jjJ

2
Pi

pj

2
P.r

l0 lo*t = l0 lo9
P¡

tx,tv .t z,'t "l l

For obìique modes, e* = .y =.2 - 2. For tangentiaì modes one of the

factors wìll be l, and for axial modes two of the factors will be l. It

fol I ows f rom equati on Q.20) ttrat tangenti a1 modes w'i I I di sp'lay a sound

pressure level in the room corner 3dB greater than axìal modes, and obìique

modes w'i I I be 3dB greater than tangentì aì modes for the case of equal

energy distribution among the excited modes.
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2.3.2 Equaì Power Flow

The concept of Equa'l Power Fl ow to al I modes 'is def i ned as a di s-

tribution of energy among modes such that under steady state condìt'ions

the same amount of power i s suppl 'ied to every mode. Th'i s 'impì i es that al I

modes may be expected to d'isplay sìight'ly d'ifferent steady state pressure

I evel s . Conservati on of energy requi res that 'i n a steady state cond'it'ion

the amount of energy supp'lìed to a mode must equaì the amount of energy

d'i ss'ipated i n that mode. We assume that the rate of energy di ssi pat'ion

'in a mode in steady state ìs equal to the ìnitial rate of energy dissìpa-

tion'in the mode in decay. The'instantaneous rate of change of modal energy

]S aE*(t)
-ãï-

V

€.. e e Z

^N YN zNPdc

ap2(t___rt_ Eq (2.21)

Assum'ing that the mode decays 'l 'inearly at a rate determi ned by the modal

damping constant (y*) (which will be discussed in detail 'in the folìowìng

sect'ion ) , the chang'ing val ue of the sound pressure 'i s described i n the

f ol I owi ng equat'ion .

nfr ttr = cfr.-2t¡lt Eq Q.22)

The rate of decay of the sound pressure level is obtained by different'iat-

'ing equati on ( 2.22)

t

+P = -2v*cfre-2v*t Eq Q.z3)

At time t=0 the ìnstantaneous rate of decay 'is

tapñ(O) ^ ^z---rE- = -2r*Cft Eq (2.24)

Thus evaluat'ing equat'i on (2.21) at t'ime t=0 we obta'in for the instantaneous

energy d'i ssi patì on i n the Nth mode,

-2t VC
N N

eeoC
xN yN zN'o

e
Eq (2.25)
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Fol I owjng the assumpt'ion that the i ni ti al rate of energy di ssi pati on

in reverberant decay is equa'l to the rate ofenergy dissipation (and there-

fore the 'input power f low) under steady state condìt'ions, the cond'itìon

for equaì pot'rer flow to all modes wìll be met when two modes i and i are

reì ated by,

ÐEi (o)

- aT-
eEj(o)

-rt- Eq (2.26)

Eq (2.27)

Eq Q.28t.

and
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e
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J j

The absolute sound pressure level d'ifference between two modes measured

in the room corner should be g'iven by
e€

1
zi

+ l0 IÊeex. v. z.J "J J

The relatìve sound pressure level of the two room modes'is seen to

depend upon the modal damp'ing constants as determined by the rate of decay

of the modes, and upon the mode numbers un'ique to the modes being con-

sidered. Th'is differs from the level difference calculated for the equal

energy d'i stri buti on by an amount equal to the rat'io of the modal damp'ing

constants.

2.4 MODAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DECAYING REVERBERANT SOUND FIELD

The modal approach to descrì bi ng the behav'iour of the decay'ing

reverberant sound f ield is based on the solution to the wave equat'ion for

the ì ìght'ly damped case as presented in equat'ion (2.9l'. The power loss

to the walls'is determined by the average energy density in the rever-

berant sound field, the energy distribut'ion over the wall surfaces, and
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by the impedance of the walì surfaces. The rate of decay'is characterized

by a modal damping factor which is calculated from the compìex wave number

given 'in equation (2.9). Morse(50) prov'ides a solut'ion to the wave equation

for a room w'ith ììghtìy damped walls which describes the rate of modal

decay based on the wall 'impedance and the energy distribution over the

wall surface. The'impedance is assumed to be uniform over the wall surface

and constant 'in t'ime. Morse shows that to a f irst approx'imation the decay

of a band of no'ise can be expressed as the sum of the decaying modes in

the band, each of which decays at a constant exponent'ial rate as

pN(r) = icNe-zYNt Eq Q.29)

where yN i s the modal damp'ing f actor and i s rel ated to the 'impedance of

the waì I s and the mode structure bY

tx* ( o*o+o* n) N
(e

yo
ty

+ß
ez (s +ß

z9'N zo l Eq (2.30)yr,
L

+
LirN

Y +

X v
9"

z

The rate of decay of an ind'ividual mode ìs ìndependent of the angle of

incidence of a propagating wave and 'is related onìy to the energy dis-

tri buti on over the wal I surface ( determi ned by , x , .y , .r) and the

'impedance of the wal I surf ace. In deriv'ing equations (2.29) and (2.30)

it is necessary to assume that the wall admittance (e) is very small and

is evenìy dìstributed over the wall surface.

All modes in this modeì fall 'into one of seven classes, each of wh'ich

dispìays its own decay rate. The modes are divided'into classes according

to the modal structure as determined by the mode'indices. There are three

classes of axial modes;

x-ax'ial modes, propagate paralìeì to the x-axis (n*,n, = 0)

y-ax'i al modes, propagate para'l I el to the y-axi s (n*, n, = 0 )

z-axial modes, propagate para'lleì to the z-axis (n*,n, = 0)

three classes of tangentiaì modes;
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x,y-tangential modes, propagate paraììeì to the x,Y Plane (nz = 0)

x,z-tangential modes, propagate paraììe'l to the x,z plane (n, = 0)

y,z-tangential modes, propagate paral'leì to the !,2 Plane (nx = 0)

and a singìe class of oblique modes for wh'ich [x, h.y and n, are alì unequaì

to zero.

If the admittance of each wall is a constant over the frequtency range

of interest, then every mode in a g'iven class wiII decay at the same rate.

Severaì sìmp'l'ifications are possìbìe in the above theory. If all

walls have the same adm'ittance (ß*=ßr=ßr), equation (2.30) simp'lifies to

f
e

- ^^r 
tN

-LpL0
X

Eq (2.31 )
N

The rate of decay of an i ndi vi dual mode i s pred'icted by equat'ions

Q.29) and (2.30), orin a sìmp'lfied case by equation (2.31 ). Knowing the

wall 'impedance and the modal indices, the modal decay constant can be

cal cul ated us'i ng equat'ion Q.29) . The resul ts obtaì ned when th'i s approach

'is app'lied to an actual situation are discussed'in Chapter 4.

2.5 MODAL DAMPING BY THE ACOUSTIC RAY APPROXIMATION

2.5.1 Prediction of Modal Decay Rate

Modeì'ing the sound fìeld as a collect'ion of modes w'ithin a g'iven

frequency range and appìying the basic princip'les used 'in the ray tracing

approach leads to some convenient and enl'ightening results. Each soìution

of the wave equation may be thoughtof as a set of at most four pairs of

opposi te'ly traveì ì i ng pì ane t^raves or as two mul ti pley ref ì ected waves whi ch

travel in oppos'ite directions around the same closed modal path. The mean

free path between reflect'ìons on this path is dependent on the room dimen-

sions and mode numbers as follo*r(98).
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Eq (2.32l.
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Thus the average distance travelled by a sound wave between reflections

on ìfs modal path is 0.,and the average t'ime between refìections is t,/c.

Values of the nodal mean free path range from the ìength of the longest

s'ide of the room to a mi ni mum val ue f or an ob'l i que mode where aì I tnode

numbers are equaì
(ee ) I n the I i m'it as the mode numbers are aì I owed to

take on al I cont'inuous rather than d'iscrete val ues, the mean val ue of the

modaì mean free path takes on the lìmitjng va'lue of 4VlS.

The absorp't,i on coeff i ci ent was def j ned by Sabi ne as the average

fract'ion of the 'incident acoustic energy whjch 'is absorbed upon refìectìon

of the wave from a surface. An anaìogous term can be defined to describe

the behaviour of individual surfaces in a reverberant field. Sabine assumed

that the amount of energy absorbed on reflection was'independent of the

angle of inc'idence, and of the frequency of the wave. However, as noted

by lv'lorse and Bol t (3)
i t ì s 'i ncorrect to assume that the absorpt'ion 'i s a

s'Í ngì e quant'ity f or al I f requenc'ies and al I angì es of i nci dence. They

prov'ide exp'l i ci t expressì ons by whi ch the absorpti on may be cal cul ated

as a functìon of the angìe of incidence and the impedance of the wall

surface.

l.le def ine the absorpt'ion constant ( cr., ; i =x ,¡l, Z ) as the f ract'i on of

'incident acoustic energy absorbed by a surface at a g'iven frequency and

angle of incidence. We also defjne the modal absorpt'ion constant (oN) as

the average fraction of incident energy absorbed during reflect'ions on

the c I osed modal path .

Assumìng that a modal wave is excited to an arb'itrary steady state

amplìtude of po2, after the sound source is shut off the modal wave will

decay in d'iscrete steps as the wave undergoes successive reflections as
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.it travels around its modal path. The oppositeìy traveììing wave wiìl

s'im'ilar'ly decay in discrete steps. At each ref lect'ion a fraction (1-c¡ )

of the i nci dent energy wi I I be refl ected. After many refl ecti ons the

amp'l'itude of the wave w'ill be

oz = vzotl-c.¡ )(1-'r)(1-or) ...(ì-cr)..... Eq (2.33)

The subscripts l, 2, 3... denote successive reflections where i is the

total number of reflections 'in the closed path.

It may be readily shown that the number of reflections which occur

ìn t'ime t at the surfaces normal to the x axi, ir(98)

r = l* c?nt Eq (2.34)'x-fi û)

SimiIar express'ions may be written for the number of refIections at the

other bounding surfaces of the room. Thus at time t equatìon (2.33) may

be rewritten as 
ct

p2(r) = p3(l-o*)eN Eq (2.35)

where the modal absorption constant (a*) is given by

M
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note 'in passing that the modal absorption constant depends not

the properties of the refìecting surfaces but also upon the

i ncidence determi ned by the mode numbers and d'imens'ions of the

may rewrite equat'ion (2.35) and put it in the fo'lìowing useful

ctln(l- oN

Eq (2.38)p2(t)---T-
)

e
oN

po

Equat'ion (2.38) takes adequate account of waves'inc'ident upon an absorbing

wall but a correction must be added to account for the effect on an absorb-

'ing wal I on a wave propagat'i ng at grazi ng i nci dence. For exampl e, ax'i al

and tangentiaì waves propagating paralleì to an absorbing surface wìll

experience attenuatìon similar to the case of a sound propagat'ion in a

duct. Similarly, a'ir absorptìon is a source of energy d'issipat'ion which

is not included in equat'ion (2.38). These losses could be accounted for

by the add'it'ion of a propagation loss term which represents the fractional

ìoss per unìt length of travel as in equatìon (2.39).

2
P¡

T
PoN

ct lc
p

e Eq (2.39)

Attenuat'ion of a sound wave due to air absorption is very small at very

low frequencies. Similar'ly, the attenuatjon of a sound wave propagating

paraìleì to a wall with a very high impedance is aìso very small. It'is

assumed i n the present ana'lysì s that these I osses are negl i g'i b'le.

Model i ng the decay of a band of noj se 'i n the room as the I i near

superposìt'ion of all the decaying modes 'in the band gìves the total peak

sound pressure level (for examp'le, in a corner),
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ct ln(l-a
N

t +a l
2

P total
oN p

Eq ( 2.40)

Compari son of equatì ons Q.29) and Q.40 ) shows that equati on ( 2.40'l

may be put in the form of equat'ion (2.29) provided that in th'is case the

modal damp'ing factor becomes

+a Eq (2.41 )

Comparison of equations (2.30) and (2.41) shows that the damping constants

in either case are dependent upon the same physical quant'ities but'in

f ormal ìy qui te d'if f erent ways .

The amplitude of the decaying sound field at any point in the room

will depend upon the initìal ampìitude of the sound pressure of every mode

at that point and the decay rate of each mode. If one mode predominates,

the ultimate resu'lting decay will be controlled by the rate of the decay

of the dominant mode. Different modes may domìnate the sound field at

different po'ints'in the room, because the ampìitudes of different modes

vary f rom po'i nt to poi nt 'i n the room. Thi s phenomenon gi ves ri se to

di f f erent rates of decay at these po'i nts . Si mi ì arìy, i f the dom'i nati ng

mode(s) decay(s) very quickly, modes which init'iaìly have a smaì'l amplitude

will dominate in the later port'ion of the decay and the decay wììì be non-

I 'i near.

The absorption constant of individual wall surfaces can be calculated

from the impedance of the walI and the ang'le of incidence. The angìe of

i nci dence 'i s def i ned as the angl e between a vector paral I eì to the d'i rec-

tion of wave propagat'ion and a vector normal to the wall surface. For a

unique combination of mode numbers and room dimensions the angìe of

incidence of a mode on a wall surface ir(98),

fit*'

lp
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.NIIC-l x Eq (2.a?l
0 = COS

X
X

with analogous equations appìyìng to the other axes.

Knowi ng the ì mpedance of a surf ace and the ang'le of the 'i nci dent

sound wave, the absorption constant can be calculated. Assum'ing that the

wall is locally reactive and that the admittance of the wall surface is

un'iform and i s of the form 3-g+io, the absorpt'ion constant given by

Paris(loo) is

c
X
(e) =

4E cos ox
Eq (2.a3)

(cos o
X

+ç7? + oZ

This v1as ve¡ified by tJ'ill'ig(l0l) for^ absorpt'ions between 0.2 and 0.9 and

.it has been used successfuì ìy by several i nvest'igators(39'102) . Its useful

appl.icab.iìity is limited to 'intermediate values of absorption because for

the values of a near 0 and near I it'involves a ratio of very ìarge and

very smaìl numbers.

Equations (2.40, 2.36, 2.42 and 2.43) fortn the basis of the traveì'ling

v.,ave approach to determi ni ng the rate of decay of i nd'iv'idual room modes '

Knowing the adm'ittance of the room walls and the modal indices, the absorp-

ti on constant of every wal I surf ace 'i s g'i ven by equati ons Q.42) and

( Z .43 ) . Thi s enabl es cal cul at'ion of the modal absorpt'ion constant usi ng

equation (2.36), and the decay is then described by equatìon (2.401. The

resul ts obtai ned usi ng th'i s approach to descri be a real si tuat'ion are

compared to the results from the modal model of decay'in Chapter 4.

2.5.2 Norris-Eyring Equation as a Special Case

The trad'it'ional Sabi ne absorpti on coef f ici ent can be deri ved as a

spec'i aì case of the modal approach descri bed ubou.(95 ) . Start'ing w'ith

equat'ion ( 2.40 ) 'it 'i s assumed that the i ni ti al ampl 'itude and the decay

üjL
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rate of every mode is equa'l to the average modal ampl'itude and the average

decay r.aLe. The modal mean free path is assumed to takc on the average

val ue of 4VlS . Subst'ituti ng these val ues 'i nto equati on (2.40) gi ves f or

the room decay,

Ce

ctS
4V- Eq (2.aa)

ln(l-a)
p2(t)

p2(t)

This ìs the Norris-Eyrìng equat'ion for the absorption of sound jn a room.

If we make the further assumpt'ion thatxr=-ln(l-cr) equat'ion (2'44) sim-

pf ifies to gìve the Sabìne equatìon.

ctS
-4V' c

s Eq (2.45)Ce

The assumption'bhat all modes have the same mean free path and the same

decay rate may be reasonable and valid at high frequenc'ies where axial

and tangential modes make up only a small percentage of the total number

of modes, but these assumptions are certainìy not true at ìow frequencies.

In fact it remaìns for further jnvestigators to show that such a high

frequency range does exist and under what circumstances.

2. 6 MISCELLANEOUS FORMULAS

Several rel ati ons wh'ich are used 'i n ì nterpreti ng data are presented

here. Although they are not of s'ign'ificance to the phys'ica1 behaviour of

the room, theìr use is necessary to relate the measured data to the

pr"edì cted room behav'iour.

D1f f erences 'i n sound pressure I evel are usual ly expressed i n deci bel s

asz
sPL = ìo los +- Eq (2.46)

P ref

Using the initial pressure level of the mode as a reference pressure, the

sound pressure level of the decaying mode'is g'iven as
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SPL (t. ) -8 .69v t Eq (?..471
N

The decay rate of reverberant sound fields is traditionally measured

as the 60dB decay tìme (T60), wh'ich is defined as the amount of time

necessary for the SPL to decay by 60d8. The 60dB decay time is related

to the modal damp'ing constant by

ï 6.et l-
Yi

Eq (2.48)
60
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MAITRIALS AND MTIHUDS

3.]. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

AlI experiments were carried out in the reverberation room at the

Unìversity of Adela'ide, Department of l4echanical Engineering. This room

i s a spec'i al ly constructed reverberat'ion test room desi gned to meet the

rel evant Austral i an and I nternati onal standards . The room 'i s a rectangu'l ar

para'l'lelopìped w'ith ìnside dìmens'ions of 6.840 meters ìength, 5.565 meters

width and 4.720 ¡reters height. Th'is g'ives an approx'imate volume of 180 cub'ic

meters, and a wall surface area of ì93 square meters. The room is supported

by a ìar'ge number very soft springs and is otherwise structuralìy isoìated

from the surround'ing buiìding. The walls (includ'ing the floor and ceilìng)

are constructed of steel re'inforced concrete and are 280mm thick.

The room ìs not perfect'in shape as practìcaì considerations make

'it necessary to 'i ntroduce devi ati ons f rom uni form wal I surf aces ( see f i gure

3.1). The doorway into the room is located on the front wall and'is 2.13

metershigh and 1.5'l meters wide. t^lhen the door is cìosed the 'ins'ide surface

of the doori s recessed 0 .335 meters f rom the ins'ide surf ace of the room

wall. For conducting transmission loss tests, the room can be coupled to

a smaller reverberation room adjacent to it through a square opening in

the side wall wh'ich is 3 meters on a side. To isolate the two rooms a paneì

is bolted in place over the opening. This panel is approx'imately 3.10

meters high and 3.20 meters wide. When it is bolted in p'lace it projects

out into the room 0.075 meters. The paneì is constructed of reinforced

concrete of a thickness of 55mm held in a heavy steel frame.

Three of the room walls and the ceì1ing have fenestrat'ions to allow

entry and the installat'ion of experimental equ'ipment. A circular hole in

the centre of the ceìl'ing with a diameter of 0.60 meters is covered by
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Figure 3.1 The lnslde surfaces of the reverberatlon room
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a steel pìate l2mm thìck. Similar'ly, a square hole was cut'in the oppos'ite

side waìl to allow access for special equipment. Th'is is covered by a steel

pìate 0.965 meters square and l2mm thick.

As the bottom edge of the doorway is approximately 0.9 meters above

the room floor, a set of four steps is provìded'in the room. The steps

are constructed of al umìn'ium f I oor grati ng so as to mi n'im'ize the'ir effect

on the room behav'iour.Other standard fixtures included in the room are

a stra'ight 'l i ne mi crophone traverse, and an assembly of speakers encl osed

in a heavy wood cab'inet. It was observed that these fixtures had some

effect on the decay rates of individual modes, so tests were conducted

to determ'ine the extent of this effect and the results of these tests are

presented in Chapter 4.

Some tests were run w'ith a rotat'ing dì ff userin the room. The

diffuser used'is a semicircular cy'linder of 3.5 meters d'iameter and ?.4

meters height. It is counter balanced w'ith a semicircular horizontal plate

and counter we'ight . The swept vol ume of 23 cub'ic meters and the surf ace

density of 3.3kg/m2 make it effective at frequencies above l60Hz. For all

experìments'in which the dìffuser !{as'in motion, the diffuser was run at

a constant speed of 30rpm. Further details of the design of the diffuser

and 'i ts dri ve mechani sm are avai I abl e el sewhere( 
9l 

' 
I 03) 

.

3.2 INSTRUMENTATION, SIGNAL GENERATION AND MEASUREMENT

The measurements made as part of this work were primariìy of two

types. Individual modes were excited using a speaker to iniect sound power

at the modal frequency and when the excitat'ion was abruptìy cut off, the

decay rate and thus the damping propert'ies of the individual modes were

determ'ined. The distributìon of sound energy among modes was investigated

by observìng the relatìve sound pressure levels of the various modes when

they were unìform'ly exc'ited using a band of no'ise. The frequency response
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of the room was analysed using a Hewlett Packard spectrum anaìyser and

the energy ìevels of modes were inferred from their pressure levels.

3.2..l Generation of Sound

Standard Bruel and K¡jaer ( B&K ) equ'i pment was used f or the sì gnaì

generatìon and detection systems. The source of the sound signal was a

beat frequency oscilìator which is a component part of the B&K Hetrodyne

Analyzer (#2010). Also contajned in the Hetrodyne Analyzer is a frequency

counter which reads to an accuracy of l/l00Hz over a counting period of

one second. Some frequency drift was observed in the output signal of the

beat frequency oscillator, but the drjft over a short period of t'ime was

negìig'ibìe and over ìong periods was easily compensated by manuaì adiust-

ment.

For those measurements requ'iring octave or one-third octave band

noi se exc'itati on, a B&K Random No'ise Generator (#1402) was used. The

generator prov'ided a broad band whi te no'i se s'ignal whi ch was 9i ven a

weighting of -3dB per octave to'improve the low frequency pou,er output

of the un'it. The s'ignaì was filtered us'ing a B&K Band Pass F'ilter Set

(#1612). The filter set was used in conjunct'ion wÍth the random noise

generator to produce octave band or one-third octave band noise centred

on the standard centre band frequenci es.

As neither the beat frequency oscillator nor the random noise

generator produces a signa'l of sufficient power to drive the ìoud speaker,

the sìgnal t,,,as ampìified us'ing a power amp'lifier des'igned and buiìt by

University staff as a permanent part of the reverberant room installation.

The sound transducer was a commerc'iaì1y avajìable speaker with a

paper cone. Two separate speaker arrangements were used. The standard

speaker assembly used in the reverberant room consists of three speakers

enclosed in a box. The three speakers are a Richard Allan CGI5T l5 inch

speaker, a Ph'i'lf ips 4D5060-SQB 5 inch speaker, and a Ph'iì'lips ADOl60-T8
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I 'inch tweeter. These are used i n conjunct'ion wi th a Ph'i1l'ips ADF /500/

4500/8 crossover. The measured frequency response of th'is un'it is shown

in figure 3.2.

v

lO 20 H¿ b0 100 2OO 600 1000 2000 60ü) I0OOO afxxflD A I C L¡n

Fìgure 3.2: Frequency Response of Speaker Box Assembìy

As will be discussed in the next chapter, it uras found that the

presence of the ì arge speaker assembìy 'i n the room i ncreased the apparent

absorpt'iv'ity of the room. To m'in'im'ize thi s effect the speaker assembìy

was removed and a Tao (Japan) SfZlTOWK 9 inch speaker was used w'ithout

an enclosure. Its measured free field frequency response is shown'in fìgure

3.3. Aìthough ìts response at low frequencies is very poor' it was

poss'i bì e to suff i ci entìy exci te i ndi vi dual modes to enabl e observati on

of their decay.

For measurements requi rì ng uniform one-th'ird octave band exc'itation

the frequency spectrum of the sound generated was improved by attenuating

the ì nput s'i gnal to the speaker wi th an 'i ntegrator . The i ntegrator had

a roll off of 6dB per octave and was just enough to compensate for the

response of the speaker throughout the 63Hz octave band.
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Figure 3.3: Frequency Response of 9 ìnch Speaker

3.2.2 Measurement and Processing of Sound Pressure Levels

The sound pressure level was measured with a B&K å jnch Condenser

Microphone (#4134) used ìn conjunct'ion with a B&K Cathode Follower (#2615)

as a pre-amplifier. A B&K Pislon-Phone (#4220) was used to spot check the

system calibration at frequent intervals.

A mjcrophone s'igna'l was amplified by the microphone amp'lifier con-

ta'i ned i n the Hetrodyne Analyzer . The ampì i f ier provi ded an AC output w'ith

a dynam'ic range of 60dB of which the upper 20dB are cìearìy shown on the

anaìog meter included in the 'instrument. The additional facil'ity of narrow

band hetro-dyne fiìterìng makes the Hetrodyne Analyzer very attractive

as a mjcrophone ampf ifier.
The rate of decay of the souncl field was determined us'ing a B&K logar-

ithmic level recorder (#2307). The level recorder recorded the RMS value of

the signaì and produced a proportional stylus deflect'ion over a 50dB

dynamic range. The level recorder produces a continuous t'ime record of

the RMS sound pressure level on paper. A variety of writìng speeds and

paper speeds are ava'i I abl e to prov'ide a record w'ith the desi red degree
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of smoothing and to assure a trace with a convenientìy measured slope.

F'igure 3.4 shows a recorded decay which is typical of a'll those recorded.

Measurement of the relatìve sound pressure level of d'ifferent modes

was made under steady state no j se exc'itat'ion us'ing a Hewl ett Packard

Spectrum Anaìyzer (#35824). The sìgnaì was taken directly from the output

of the mì crophone ampì'if i er and appì ì ed to one 'input channel on the

spectrum anaìyzer. The spectrum analyzer digitalìy sampìes the signal at

a rate determìned by the frequency range and resolution sett'ings. It then

performs a fast fourier transform on the data and returns theamplitude

spectrum for the sampìe. It is normalìy set to take a number of records

and determi nes an RMS average.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The methods used to gatherinformation about the decay rates of the

various roonr modes and to determine the steady state behav'iour of the room

were comp'leteìy compat'i bl e wi th the methods normal 'ly spec'if ied by accepted

standards. However, specìaì technìques $,ere necessary to overcome probìems

unìque to the study of modal behaviour, and particu'larly to the separat'ion

of or d'ifferent'iat'ion between modes cìoseìy spaced in the frequency domain.

Straightforward techniques to overcome these probìerns were implemented

and the results obtained are felt to be complete'ly satisfactory.

3.3..l Measurement of Modal Decay Rate

Whenever possi bl e the measurement of the decay rate v,,as made wi th

the m'icrophone and the speaker placed in oppos'ite corners of the room.

The room was excited by a pure tone generated by the beat frequency

osc'illator and the frequency was tuned to the value calculated for the

mode. The frequency was then varied manuaììy by adjustment of the oscil-

lator untìl the measured sound pressure leveì in the room was max'imal as
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observed on the meter on the microphone amplifier. Using th'is method the

f requency of the mode was determi ned to wi thì n 0.05H2 . The room uras then

excited cont'inuously at the frequency jndicated for a period of l5 to 60

seconds to aìlow the sound fìeld to reach steady state conditìon. The

s'ignaì was then abruptìy'interrupted using the no'iseless cut off switch

on the beat frequency oscjllator to stop the oscìllator and the decay of

the reverberant sound field was observed on the level recorder. All modes

were observed to decay ìinear'ly'in a manner s'im'ilar to figure 3.4.

0510 15 20 25
seconds

30 35 40

Flgure 3.4: The Decay of the 0,1,1 Mode

In some ìnsiances where two modes are cìose'ly spaced, it is not

possi b'le to exci te one f rom a corner wi thout exc'iti ng the other al so. I n

these cases a variety of options were used to separate the modes. Equation

2.10 shows that the sound field assoc'iated with any mode w'ill be character-

ized by nodal planes of a minimal sound and antinodâl planes of maximal

sound. By p'lacing the speaker and the mìcrophone 'in nodes of the mode to

be discriminated against and at or near ant'inodes of the mode to be

measured, the two modes can be separated and the desired mode isolated.

This technique was used to separate the 2,0,0 and 0,2,1 modes as

'illustrated in f igure 3.5.
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When more than one mode l'ies close in frequency to the mode to be

l¡easured i t may not be poss'ibl e to di fferent'iatc bctween al I modes iust

by preferentìaììy pìacing the speaker and m'icrophone. In these cases the

signaì rece'ived at the microphone was filtered us'ing the hetrodyne fìlter-

i ng f aci l'it'ies ì ncl uded 'in the Hetrodyne Anaìyzer. Thi s f il ter has a 3dB

band width of 3.l6Hz and has a very sharp ro'lì off . The f iìtering process

did not alter the rate of decay of the sìgnaì, aìthough it did attenuate

the signal . The 'improvement 'in the s'igna'l qual'ity 'is demonstrated 'in

figure 3.6.

0510152025 40 45 50 55 60 6530 35
seconds

Figure 3.6: Improvement Due to Filterjng Decay Signaì of 2'1,0 Mode

3.3.2 Measurement of Steady State Modal Energy Level

As seen i n Secti on 2.3.1, the modal energy I evel i s proport'ional

to the square of the steady state sound pressure level. The determinatìon

of the rel at'ive sound pressure I evel s was made us'ing the HP spectrum

analyzer as deta'iled above. The spectrum anaìyzer takes a digital record

of l0Z4 sampìes. The sampìing rate is determined by the frequency range

sett'ings chosen by the operator. In thjs case the frequency range chosen

was 25 and 50Hz wh'ich used sampìing rates of 100 and 200 samples per
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second respectjvely. The length of the time records taken were ten and

five seconds and the frequency resolut'ion which u,as achieved was 0.1 and

0.2H2 respective'ly. The spectrum anaìyzer aìso g'ives a d'igitaì vaìue for

the level of every point ìn the frequency spectrum and can be set to read

the relative dec'ibel difference between any two points to an accuracy of

t. I dB.

Investigat'ions into the modal structure of the room were made by

entering the room with a sound level meter and'search'ing'for the nodes

'in the sound field. Max'ima and minima were found to be veny near to the

calculated positions and, when the room v'ras empty, were differentiated

by as much as 40d8.
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RESUL TS: M0DAL BEHAVIOUR IN Tllt TMPTY R00M

The behaviour of a reverberant sound field is examined in three

stages. First, the modal nature of the reverberant field is established

in steady state conditions and during decay through observation of the

room response to excitat'ion by white noise and discrete tone sound sources.

Second, the decay rate of indiv'idual room modes is measured and compared

with the relative decay rates predicted by the normal mode theories

presented i n Chapter 2 . F'inal ly, under steady state exci tat'ion by noi se

in the 63Hz octave band the relative amplitudes of room modes are measured

and are compared to the relative levels predicted by the equal power flow

and equal energy distribution theories.

4.I VERIFICATION OF MODAL BEHAVIOUR

The modal characterist'ics of reverberant sound fields were experi-

mentaììy establìshed more than fifty years ago.W.nt.(29) demonstrated

the peaks .in the steady state room response and Knudsen(26) demonstrated

beat.i ng between two modes i n decay and gave other evidence of modal

characteristics in the steady state and transient behaviour of reverberant

sound fields. In spite of these and numerous other invest'igat'ions' many

recent and current investigators cont'inue to assume that all modes decay

from the sanìe 'in'it'ial sound pressure level and at the same constant rate'

Thus , addi ti onal ev'idence 'i s presented here as a demonstrati on of the

degree to wh'ich the modal properties domjnate the room behaviour.

4..l.1 Modal Behaviour in Steady State Conditions

The frequency response of a room i s approximate'ly descrj bed by

equat.ion Z.g . l,lhether an exact val ue can or cannot be ass'igned to the

.impedance of the boundary surf aces, i t 'i s recognì sed that the response
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wi I I exh'i bi t peaks very near the modal f requenc'ies descri bed by equati on

2.9. Assumìng that losses at the boundary surfaces are small, the modal

frequencies will approach those given by equation ?.7. These are tabulated

with the modal indices jn order of ìncreasing frequency in Table 4.1. As

noted by Bodlund(54), the modal frequency is sensitive to small changes

ìn both the room dimens'ions and the air temperature.

The frequency response of the roon to excitat'ion by white no'ise sound

was measured usi ng a di g'ital spectrum ana'lyzer. 0ctave band noi se was

injected by a speaker pìaced in the corner of the room and the response

as recorded by a microphone pìaced in another corner was anaìyzed for its

frequency content. Results for the 63Hz octave band are shown in figune

4..l. The response peaks coincide c'loseìy with the predicted modal

frequenc'ies from Table I .

In al 1 of the measured room response spectra, the resonant peaks

stand out from the base noise level by l5-30d8. This ind'icates that the

amount of damping in these modes is very small and our assumpt'ion of a

small and real wall admittance is iustified.
I n some 'i nstances two modes are so c ì ose'ly spaced i n the f requency

doma'in that they cannot be resol ved by excì tat'ion by a di screte frequency

sound Source. Examples of such modes are the 2,0,0 and the 0,2,1 modes

and the 2,0,1 arld 0,0,2 nodes. In these cases the modes were resolved by

physìcaìly pìac'ing the m'icrophone and speakelin such a u,ay as to

selectìveìy discrim'inate against each mode 'in turn. 0n entering the room

with a sound level meter ib was'immediately apparent that the room had

a clear'ly defined modal structure and that the nodes of any mode were very

near the cal cul ated pos'it'ions.

4.1 .2 Modal Behav'iour in a Decay'ing Sound Field

Evidence of modal behav'ioulin steady state conditions 'is necessary

but not sufficient to support the theory that the decay'ing sound field
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TABLE 4. I

CALCULATED ROOM MODES

Temperature = 16.5C

Modal frequencies for rectangular room as calculated from

equat'i on (2.71 .

(n*=5.565, oy=6.840, r, r=4.720)

Frequency

71 .25

72.36

74.90

75.50

76.55

78.60

79.12

80.95

82.47

83. 19

87.01

87.92
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(26)j s composed of i ndi vi dual modes i n decay. Knudsen demonstrated the

modal nature of the reverberant sound field through examìnat'ion of the

decay of a pure tone. He noted that a tone between two modal frequenc'ies

decayed at the frequencies of the two modes with resultant beatìng.

Sim'ilar'ly, the observed djfferences between the decay of a tone coìncident

w'ith a mode and the decay of an intermediate tone, as will be expìained,

g'ives persuasìve evidence of the modal nature of the decaying reverberant

sound field.

The decays shown in figure 4.2(a) are typicaì of the decay of the

sound fìeld induced by a pure tone co'incidenr with a resonant frequency.

The relevant characteristics of these decays are the constant exponent'iaì

rate of decay and the'instantaneous change ìn s'lope at the moment of source

cut-of f , but wi th no i nstantaneous change 'i n anp'l i tude.

By contrast, the decay of a tone at a frequency between two modes

results in a decay similar to that in figure 4.2(b). The major difference

between this decay and the decay of a mode is the sudden init'ial drop in

ampìitude. The sound field'induced by the speaker is not supported by a

system resonance at that frequency, so as soon as the excitatjon 'is

removed, 'bhe system fai I s to support conti nued osci I I ati on at that

frequency. Thus, ât the moment of source cut-off there i s a nearly

instantaneous drop'in sound pressure level to that of the nearest modes.

The decay observed after the init'ial level drop is the decay of the

adjacent mode(s). If one mode dom'inates the reverberant sound field, the

resultant decay is at the rate of that mode. If the frequency of excitation

is spaced evenìy between two modal frequenc'ies and they are equalìy weìl

coupìed to the source, for example at a corner of the room, then the

resultant decay wìlì be the combination of the two modes and will exhibit

resu'lt'ing beat'ing between the modes. This behaviouris evident ìn fìgure

4.2(b).
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Flgure 4.2 a) Decay of tone at 53.87 Hz (1,1,1 mode) and tone at

58.92 Hz (1,2,0 mode).
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tered to lmprove resolutlon.
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4.2 THE NATURE OF MODAL DECAY

Foì'low'ing the methods outl'ined i n Chapter 3, the decay rates of the

26 lowest order modes in the room were measured. This survey of modes

'included all modes from the lowest at about 25Hz to 90Hz which 'is the upper

ì'imit of the 63H2, octave band. Those modes which were at very cìosely

spaced frequency intervals were resolved us'ing the technìques described

i n Chapter 3 . When these c'l oseìy spaced modes were suf f i c'iently i sol ated

they exhibited the same linear decay wh'ich was characteristic of the more

convenìentìy measured wideìy spaced modes.

As it was noted that the presence of the standard room fixtures

(particularly the alumin'ium steps and the speaker assembly) apparently

increased the total absorpt'ion in the room, tests brere conducted to

quant'ify the extent of this effect. The 60dB decay times were measured

at varjous room air temperatures w'ith the fixtures removed. The fixtures

were seìectìvely repìaced in the room and the decay times compared w'ith

those of the empty room. When the'large speaker assembly was removed, the

smaller 9 inch speaker was used to excite the room modes. The measured

60dB decay tìmes are tabulated 'in Table 4.2 for these various cond'it'ions.

Several properties of the recorded decays were observed as being

characteristic of the decay of ind'ividual modes. AlI but one mode decayed

at a constant exponential rate. The onìy exception was the ,l,3,'l 
mode which

exh'ib'ited a sl'ight convex curvature. The decay rate of this mode jncreased

from 2.9d8/sec to 3.3db/sec in a decay of 47d8. This variat'ion in decay

rate may have been introduced by the 0,2,? mode which'is separated by only

ì.23H2, or it may be due to a small perturbat'ions in the room boundary.

No sign'ifìcant curvature was noted in the decay of any other node.

Every mode started to decay at the moment that the sound source was

cut of f . There was no sudden 'i n'itì al drop i n sound pressure I evel but
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MEASURED DECAY RATES AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
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* The decay was measured over a very small level difference. The accuracy of

thìs figure ìs poor.

60dB Decay t'imes as measured for all room modes at various temperatures
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rather the sound level decreased from the initiaì level at a constant

rate.

The rate of decay i s nearly ì ndependent of the m'icrophone posit'ion

in the room. Variat'ions in the decay time observed due to a change'in

m.icrophone posìt'ion were normaì'ly 1-2% and in the worst case was only 5%-

These could be expìaìned by a rigorous app'licat'ion of the ray tracing modeì

as described by l,t'intzer(77 ) or as appì ì ed by Berman(79 ) . However, the

variations observed are much smaller than the variation between the decay

rates of d'ifferent modes and their effect on the comparison of the models

exam'ined here i s smal l.
All modes in the decay'ing field appear to be uncoupled. Modes at

cl oseìy spaced f requenc'ies may seem to be coup'led i n a steady state sound

field because in many cases a tone coincident with one mode will also

exc'ite the nearby mode. However, the same modes in decay were observed

to have decay times which were signifìcantìy different from each other

and were often very different. If there was apprec'iabìe coupling between

tlvo modes, the energy transfer from the higher energy level mode to the

lower energy level mode would ensure that the two modes would tend to decay

at the same rate. Such an effect was not observed.

it was generaìly noted that the 60dB decay times of ind'ividual modes

were extraordi nari ly I ong f or the empty room. l^l'ith al I room f i xtures

removed ( i ncl ud'ing the ì arge speaker box assemb'ly, the d'if f user, the mi cro-

phone traverse, and the al um'ini um steps ) the on'ly perturbati ons to the

theoreticaì'ly assumed perfectìy rectangular shape are those described in

Chapter 3. Under these condit'ions the 6OdB decay t'imes of indiv'idual modes

ranged from 56 seconds to l3 seconds. It follows that, according to

statjst'ical theory, the total absorptìon in the room js 0.52-2.23 metric

Sab.i nes . l,lhen al I of the normal room f i xtures other than the rotatì ng

diffuser were returned to the room, the decay times decreased as is seen

in the right hand column of Table 4.2.
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The effect of the aluminium steps on the rate of decay of individual

modes is questionable. It would appear that the 60dB decay time of certa'in

modes 'is sì'ightly decreased (less than 15%l . This is evident in the 0,0,2;

0,2,1 , 1,2,1; 1,1,0; 0,1,1; 1,0,1, 2,0,1 and the 0,3,0 modes. However the

variations observed are of the same order of magnitude as the varìations

due to very sìight tenrperature changes. This 'is not unexpected as the con-

struction of the steps was chosen to min'imìze the effect of the steps on

the sound field.

By contrast the effect of repìacing the speaker box assemb'ly in the

corner of the room had a very pronounced effect on the measured decay

times. As is seen in Table 4.2, a reduction of decay t'irne on the order

of 50% was not uncommon, and in the case of the 2,0,0 mode the decay time

was decreased by 77%. Because the speaker assembìy'is pìaced in a corner

of the room, its effect on all modes is maximized. (Indeed, th'is is the

very reason f or pl ac'ing i t there. ) Two phenomena were cons'idered as

contribut'ing to the apparent'increase in the total absorption in the room

when the ìarge speaker unit was installed. The 12 inch paper cone on the

ìarge loud speakeris mounted on a very soft suspens'ion, and as 'it 'is free

to v'ibrate af ter the el ectrical exc'itati on i s shut of f , 'it m'ight act as

a dynamic absorber when exc'ited by the standing wave pattern in the room.

This theory was supported by a series of tests in which the decay times

of five modes were measured with the speaker assembìy in the normal state

(with the cone open to the room), and with the front of the speaker box

covered with a metal pìate. Using the smaller 9 inch speaker as the sound

source, the measured decay times of the five modes increased sìgnifìcantìy

when the speaker was covered, thus i ndi cat'ing that 'bhe speaker cone con-

tributes sìgnificantly to the total room absorpt'ion. The phys'icaì presence

of the hard reflecting box in the room corner might contribute to the

scattering of sound and would effectiveìy interfere w'ith the stand'ing wave
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pattern created by the modal characteristics of the sound field. Th'is is

cons'idered to be only a m'inor contri but'ion to the ef f ecti ve absorpt'ion

'in the room because, as will be shown in the next chapter, the installation

of a rotati ng d'if f user, wh'ich was spec'if i cal 'ly desi gned to 'i nterf ere wi th

the modal structure of the sound field, had only a nom'inal effect on the

decay t'imes of i ndividual modes.

These resuìts would ìndicate first that the actual amount of sound

absorption due to the room walls is very small, and second, that a major

portion of the absorpt'ion seen in a typicaì 'empty' reverberation room

js due to the presence of speakers, equ'ipment stands, test equipment, and

other sound absorbing room fixtures.

4.3 ANALYSIS OF THE MODAL RATI OF DECAY

A major objective of a theoretical model of the reverberant sound

field is to pred'ict the rate of decay of the sound field. As the sound

field has been shown to be characterized by a collection of normal modes,

the rate of decay of the sound f i el d 'i s determ'ined by the rates of decay

and the i n'it'i al ampì i tudes of the i ndi vi dual modes . Both the 'i n j ti aì

amplitude and the decay rate can be predicted on the bas'is of the theoret-

ical development presented in Chapter 2.

Two models are presented in Chapter 2 for predicting the decay rate

of an individual mode. Both models suppose that any wal1 may be character-

ized by a localìy reactive wall 'impedance and both follow from solutions

of the three d'imensional wave equation. The two models differ in the'ir

description of the energy transport from the acoustic field to the walls

of the enclosure, thus the proposed dampìng mechan'isms differ. However,

both models assume, following the assumptìon of a ìocaìly reactive wall

impedance, that the energy absorption at any wall may be characterized

by a sìngìe number, the absorption constant, wh'ich is invariant with

respect to time and to pos'itìon on the wal I . Impì ic'it i s the assumption
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that poss'ibìe modal response of the vlall pìays no part in the sound absorp-

tion mechan'isrn, that is the response at any point on the walI 'is not

related to the response at any other point on the wall. Under such circum-

stances, one would expect that within the narrow range of frequencies

encompassed by the first few one-thìrd octave bands, the waìl absorption

should be essent'iaìlyconstant or at most should vary slowly with frequency.

As w'iìl be shown, th'is'is not the case, thus ìeading to the concìusion

that in the frequency range investigated the proposed descript'ion of the

wal I absorpt'ion mechani sm 'i s i ncorrect. Th'i s strongìy suggests that the

wal ì s are not 'l 
oca'l ìy reacti ve and the al ternati ve i s true. The I osses

at the walìs are due to couplìng between the modes of the sound field and

the'induced modes of vibratjon'in the walls. The remainder of th'is section

will be devoted to consideration of the evidence for this conclusion.

The concrete and pìaster walìs of the experimental room are very

hard and are non-porous; thus the primary mechanism which appears to con-

trol the decay of the sound field is the dynam'ic interaction between the

sound field and the modalìy respond'ing walIs of the room. Indeed the

ef fecti veness of such coupì ì ng was 'invest j gated by dri vi ng the f I oor w'ith

a small weìght loaded shaker. When the floor was driven in'its 0,.l mode,

the floor mode coupled strongìy w'ith the 0,2,0 mode of the room provided

that the door of the room was left ajar. The effect of the part'ia'lìy open

door was just enough to sufficiently distort the 0,2,0 room mode so that

'it could then readì'ly coupìe w'ith the 0,1 mode of the floor. The resuìt'ing

sound in the roonì was qu'ite loud, but when the door was closed and the

asymmetry of the 0,2,0 room mode was removed, the sound in the room dis-

appeared a'lthough the f ì oor accel erati on I eveì rema'ined unchanged. The

frequency response of the room floor to exc'itation by the weight loaded

shaker was measured in the frequency range of 25 to 90H2. The response

was h'ighìy dependent on the location of the shaker on the floor, so the

response was measured at several poìnts of exc'itation. Two of these are
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shown in figure 4.3. A number of resonant peaks are seen'in the response

of the floor, thus demonstrating that the floor cannot be modeled as be'ing

localìy reactìve in this frequency range.

The theoreti cal i nvesti gat'ion of the coupl i ng of acoust'ic modes i n

the room with vjbration modes in the room walls is beyond the scope of

this thesis. In consequence ii will be sufficient to poìnt out what would

be requi red to ga'in such an understand'ing. The perturbati ons 'i n the wal I s

of the room are generaììy of the order of a meter or less'in characteristic

djmension whereas the shortest wavelength considered, at 90H2, 'is about

3.8 meters. Thus in general one would expect that the perturbations could

be neglected or introduced as small cornect'ions in a model in wh'ich the

lval I s of the encl osure mì ght be repì aced wi th equi vaì ent homogeneous

structures. Analytìc determìnation of the wal'l response would be a very

difficuìt task; however, an experimental investigat'ion of the walI modes

seems possibìe. Armed with such 'information as the resonant frequencies

and wal I mode damp'ing constants, one could then construct a model w'ith

which to investigate the effect of the wall modes on the acoustic response

of the room.

Further evidence that the walì absorpt'ion mechanism in the frequency

range 'investigated is modal rather than 'locaììy reactive, derives from

the null result obtained when the walls are assumed to be local]y reactive

and the experimental results are compared w'ith the predìctions of theory.

S'ince a wall admìttance cannot be provided as required by either of the

two models, an'indirect approach is used to compare the models. W'ith either

model, the various modes can be grouped'into classes in which every mode

should decay at the same rate. For the ray approximation, 'it will be shown

that axial modes of any order which propagate in the same d'irectìon should

decay at the same or nearly the same rate. In the traditional modal

approach, every mode falls into one of seven groups, dependent on its modal

i ndi ces, ì n whi ch al I modes shoul d decay at i denti cal rates. Through
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compa¡ing the degree of consìstency in each of the groups the vaì'idity

of each theory 'is determined.

4.3.1 The Traditional Modaì Approach

in the tradìt'ional modal approach, the decay rate of every mode is

dependent on the admittance of every wall surface, but is not dependent

on the angle of incidence. The rate of decay is determined by the modal

damp'ing constant whì ch 'i s gi ven by equati on Q .29) as a f unct'ion of the

wall admittance of all six wall surfaces (or the average admittance of

the three pa'irs of wall surfaces). Determination of the impedance of one

of the three pairs of walls is therefore only poss'ible through the simul-

taneous solution of equatìon (2.30) as app'lied to at least three modes.

Th'is defeats the objective of comparing the modal decay rates of ind'ividual

modes.

Assuming that the values of the wall impedance for the six surfaces

rema'in constant over the frequency range of interest, Morse shows that

all modes may be grouped into one of seven classes accord'ing to'its modal

indices as has been prev'iously described. Every mode within a class should

dìsplay the same rate of decay. The modes'in Table 4.3 are grouped accord-

ing to the seven classes and are listed w'ith the'ir 60dB decay times.

As an order of magn'itude approximat'ion, it was assumed that the wall

admi ttance 'i s equal on every wal I surf ace 'i n the room. The average wa'l 
'l

admi ttance i s then cal cul ated us'ing equati ons ( 2.31 ) and (2.48) and 'i s

ìncluded in Table 4.3.

It is readily apparent that the decay times which were expected to

be constant wìthìn each mode class, in fact vary substant'iaììy' Large

differences in the measured decay tìmes are seen in every group, the

ìargest variation being seen in the Z ax'is axial modes whìch differ by

a f actor of seven ! Probabl e reasons f or the observed d'i screpanc'ies are

discussed in Section 4.3.3.
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TABLE 4.3

MODAL DECAY RATE BY MODE CLASS FOR TRADITIONAL

MODAL APPROACH

Y , Z Tangent'i al Modes

0l I

02.|
0l2
031
022

lll
121
210
221
t 3l

43.85 43.1 0.52

61 .52 35 .2 0.64

76.36 44.3

82.98 17 .7

87 .71 ì 9.8

0.51

1 .27

r .14

ll0
12 0

220
130

X,Y Tangenti al 14odes

0bì 'ique Modes

s3.48 48.0

68.7r 34.7

66. l0 1 9.3

86.79 I 7. I

88.45 20.0

39.46

58.47

78.93

80.75

35.8

23.6

38. 3

22.6

0.65

0.99

0.61

I .03

0. 39

0.54

1 .20

I .10

0.94

Ax'ial

001
002

l4odes in Z Direction
36 .09 7 .4 3.65

72.19 52.9 0.51

Axi al Modes i n Y Di rect'ion

0 I 0 24.90 9.3 3.18

0 2 0 49.81 41.4 0.71

0 3 0 74.72 3.l .0 0.95

2

v
n 60 xl o3

Freq. TOO Freq. T

I

2

I

0

0

0

Z Tangent'ial Modes

Admi t .

Axial Modes in X Direct'ion

I 0 0 30.61 24.4 l.l5
2 0 0 6l .23 32.6 0.86

Adm'it.

xlo3
frzn

v
n

X
î,

X,

l

I

n
X

0.39

0.50

r .93

47 .33 55.7

71 .07 42.8

78.41 I I .3

Measured 60dB decay time and average wall impedance of seven classes of
modes. According to theory, all modes'in any class should decay at the

same rate and should have the same average vaìue of wall admjttance.
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4.3.2 l4odaì Damping by the Ray Approximat'ion

The modal rate of decay for the ray tracing model is determined by

the modal absorptìon constant as descrìbed in equation (2.40). Th'is may

be rearranged so that the modal absorption constan'ù ìs calculated as a

function of the modal decay t'ime and the modal mean free path as in equa-

tìon (4..|). -ì 3 .72n,*

-T60 -
N

l-e

The modal absorption constant was shown in Chapter 2 to depend upon the

absorption constants of the three pairs of wall surfaces (c*, cr, cr) and

on the modal 'i ndi ces and the room d'imens'ions as descri bed by equati on

(2.36). To determ'ine the value of the three wall absorpt'ion constants from

the modal absorpt'ion constant (as determined by the measured decay time)

a system of equatìons could be written for (almost) any three modes. This

lvould, however, defeat the objective of comparing the results obtained

f or d'if f erent modes .

Ax'ial modes present a special case for which the wall absorption

constant can be caìculated d'irectìy from the modal decay time. For exampìe,

an X-axi s ax'ial mode has ny and nz modal 'ind'ices which are zero. Equation

Q.36) then becomes

oN ¡ Eq(a.?)

Anaìogous equations appìy for Y-ax'is and Z-axis axial modes.

Foì ì ow'ing the assumpt'ion that the wal I adm'ittance 'i s uni f orm over

the wall surface, the admittance can be calculated from the wall absorption

constant using the relationshjps defined in Chapter 2. Rearrang'ing equation

(2.43), the wall admittance is obtained as a functjon of the wal'l absorp-

tion constant and the angìe of inc'idence of the travelling wave.

0t Eq (4.1)
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Eq (4.3 )

The angle of incidence is a function of the room d'imensions and the nlodaJ

indices, and ìs given by equatìon (2.42). All axial modes reflect at normal

inc'idence so that the walì absorption constant (and the decay time) should

be the same for alì axial modes of the same orientation.

The admittance of the three pairs of waìl surfaces can therefore

be caìcul ated f rom the measured ax'ial modes, and assum'ing that the

impedance ìs constant over the frequency range investigated, these modes

should decay at the same rate. Aìthough this represents onìy a limìted

amount of data, the results are potentialìy quite useful. The measured

decay times and the calculated values of the walì impedance are presented

in Table 4.4 for the axial modes for whjch decays were recorded.

TABLT 4.4

WALL IMPEDANCE AND ABSORPTION CONSTANT FOR

RAY TRACING MODEL
Temperature = ì 6.5C

Frequency

Axi al Modes j n Y Di rect.i on

-çt [2-o* -z'qr

0

0

0

9.3

41 .4

3t .0

-3

-3

-3

Axì al Mode

001
002

cos e

24.96

49.93

74.90

s 'in Z D'irect'ion

36. 
.l8

72.36

E
X

0

0

0

I

2

3

8.840

6 .840

6 .840

4.720

4.720

.0294

.0067

.0089

.0255

.0036

7.49 x ì0
1.67 x l0
2.24 x 10

6.47 x l0
9.04 x l0

7.4

52.9

-3

-4

Values of the wall absorption constants and'impedance as calculated from
the modal decay time for axjal modes.

02 -3
0ì 0

0

-3?.32 x
.l.73 

x

.0092

.0069

24.4

32.6

l0
t0

Wal I

Admi ttance
Ax'i al ltlodes i n X D'i rectì on

5.565

5 .565

30.69

6l .38

Absorpti on

Constant60
TMFPz

nnnxy
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Contrary to the expectation of the model, the wall absorptìon con-

stants and the wall impedance values are not constant, nor do they vary

s'lowìy over the f requency range i nvesti gated. As can be seen 'i n Tabl e 4.4

the wall admìttance for the z-axjs varies by more than a factor of seven

between the two modes shown in the table. Simi'ìarly, the x- and y-axes

vary by a factor of 0.3 and 4.4 from the hjghest to the lowest mode, and

there is no discernable pattern apparent in the varìation observed.

If the values determined for the wall impedance were consistent,

they could be used to pred'ict the decay rate of all other modes. it is

recogn'ised that an accurate determinat'ion of other modal decay rates is

not possìb'le, ìn part because it is ìmpossible to determine a'represent-

ative value, of the wall impedance, and in part because other modes can

be expected to behave just as unpredictabìy as those already examined.

Thìs is illustrated jn Table 4.5, in whjch the predicted decay time of

every mode 'i s compared wi th the actual measured val ue. The val ue of

admi ttance ass'igned to each of the wal I surf aces 'i s 3.0 x I 0-3ooc as thi s

'is near the average of the values calculated above.

The calculated values of the decay t'ime ìn Table 4.5 vary by as much

as a factor of eìght from the measured values. The ray trac'ing modeì of

modal damp'ing 'is cìear1y not an acceptable model for predicting the

behaviour of the empty room. Probable reasons for its fa'ilure are discussed

i n the next sect'ion. The f a'i I ure of thi s model under the speci f ic con-

di t'ions of th'i s test ( very I ow dampi ng ) does not necessari ly i mpìy that

it is not applicable under more heavily damped conditions. However' as

all measurements in a reverberant sound field, by their nature, requìre

a very ì'ightly damped room, a model which does not y'ie'ld accurate results

i n I 'ightìy damped condi t'ions 'i s unacceptabì e.
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TABLE 4.5

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED DECAY RATES

3l.2Hz Band

100

80Hz Band

20
00
03
21
0l
ì0
22
t3
ll
03
22
02
l3

30.69

71 .25

72.36

74.90

75.50

76.55

78.60

79.12

80.95

82.47

83.19

B7 .01

87.92

88.67

I

?

0

I

2

?

0

0

2

I

I

2

l

24.4

42.8

52.9

3l .0
39

26.

17.

17.

19.

20.

.5

.3
?*

.3

44

I

22

38

r 8.8

8.6

I 5.9

?3.1

6.2

9.4

8.6

10.3

10.36

5

7

I

I
0

6.2

9.4

6.2

9.4

6.2

* - The decay was measured over a very small level d'ifference. The

accuracy of this fìgure ìs Poor.
The 60dB decay time for the empty room at l6.5oCas actual'ly measured and as

predìcted by the ray tracing thçôry for all wall surfaces havjng a spec'ific
acousti c conductance of 3.0x.l 0-J ooc.

25Hz Band

010 24.90 23.19.3*

Frequency
Predi cted

Ti me

l4easured

60dB Dec
zv

n nn
X

63.2H2 B

t2
20
02
2l
t2

d

0

0

l
0

l

58.61

6l .38

61 .67

66.26

68. BB

23.6

32.6

35 .3

I 9.4

34.7

10.3

18. B

9.4

10.3

6.2

an

5

I

0
'l

OHz Band

0

2

I

I

0

l

47 .44

49 .93

53.61

55.7

41 .4

48.0

8.6

23.1

6.2

40Hz

0

I

0

B and

0

I

I

l
0

l

36. 
.l8

39.56

43.96

7.4*
35 .8

43. I

I 5.9

10.3

9.4
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4.3.3 Probable Reasons for Failure of Models to Predict Actuaì Behaviour

Neither proposed model accurateìy accounts for the decay rate of

ind'ividual room modes, most probabìy because some of the assumptions which

were made in the theoret'ical derivation may not be justified. The impedance

of an ind'iv'idual wal I surf ace was assumed to be constant over the ent'ire

surface (i.e. the wall is assumed to be ìocalìy reactive). It has been

shown that the mot'ion of the f I ooli s characteri zed by a modal response

'in the f requency range i nvesti gated . The moti on of i nd'iv'idual po'ints on

the room floor is strongìy correlated and the floor cannot be modeled as

locaììy react'ing. The other room surfaces can be expected to behave in

a si mi I ar manner.

I n add'iti on, the 'impedance of any wal I surf ace j s assumed to be

constant or to vary sìowly over the frequency range'invest'igated. The

frequency response of the room floor was seen to exhibit several peaks,

i ndì cat'ing a number of modes , 'i n thi s f requency range. The 'impedance of

the floor thus varies wideìy throughout the frequency range ìnvestjgated.

Both of these assumptions are necessary to allow the derivation of the

theories in Chapter 2, and intuitiveìy they seemed to be iust'ified by the

uniformìty of the wall surface. As was prev'iously discussed, on closer

exam'ination the'ir val'id'ity i s doubtful .

In adopting e'ither theory presented in Chapter 2, we are limited

to cons'iderati on of rooms of on'ìy a f ew ' perf ect' shapes . lie have assumed

that the room used ìs a perfect rectangular para'lìelopiped whììe in fact

it has various anomalìes as described in Chapter 3. The presence of

reìativeìy smaìl perturbations in the room shape, in the form of the

fìxtures installed in the room, was seen to have a not'iceable effect on

the decay rates of individual modes. This would indìcate that the effect

of the reìatively small varìations in surface impedance and perhaps in

the shape of the boundaries of the room may be s'ign'ificant and must be

incorporated 'into the modal theory.
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4.4 INITIAL ENERGY LIVEL OF ROOM MODES

The accurate pred'ict'ion of the rel ati ve val ues of the i ni t'i al sound

pressure levels for the various modes is essent'ial to the development of

a room modeì. Two poss'ible assumptions about the 'init'ial average relative

levels of the various modes are discussed in Chapter 2. In this section,

the relative modal sound pressure levels as pred'icted on the basis of each

assumpt'ion are compared to the measured I evel d'if f erences as determ j ned

by the spectrum ana'lyzer.

Express'ions have been derived to predìct the ampfitude of room modes

as exc'ited by a constant volume velocity point source located at any po'int

i n a room. Morse and I nguro 
( 50 ) deri ved the f o'l 

'l 
owi ng equati on wh'ich

pred'icts the init'iaì level of modes as excited by a band of noise.

-ir¡t
'trQo

't,*(r) V*(ro)
p(r,t) = e )I

N rz-(*zL*o*
Eq (a.a)

Where h i s the characteri st'ic f unct'ion representì ng the modal response

of the room. Th'is relationsh'ip has been popu'larìy used in the literature'

aìthough'it has not been experimentalìy verified. The derìvation rel'ies

on two assumpt'ions which are not ìikely to be appropriate in a realistic

sìtuat'ion. It is assumed that (l) the source is a point source which

radiates equaì amounts of energy in all directions, and (21 the source

'is a constant volume velocity source (i.e. 'infinite internal ìmpedance).

Typi caì sound sources ì n reverberant room tests are commerc'i a'l ly avai I abl e

loud speakers which are neither a point source nor a constant volume

veìocìty source. In fact the experiments described here have shown that

the directional quaìitìes of normal sound sources make the orientation

of the source a major factor in determin'ing the amount of power flow to

an i ndi v'idual mode.
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In an actual situation, the ampìitude of a mode w'iìl be dependent

upon the effectiveness of the coupì'ing between the room and the Source.

Thì s 'i s dependent upon the i nternal i mpedance of the source, the posi t'i on

of the, source in the room, the phase relat'ionships between the source and

va¡ious room modes, and the orientation of the source in the room. The

ampì i tude of any mode 'i n sieady state cond'iti ons theref ore depends upon

a'large number of variables and js'impossib'le to pred'ict for a generaì

situation.

lvleasurements were made w'ith the 9 i nch speaker, previ ousìy descri bed

.in Chapter 3, placed success'iveìy 'in the four corners of the room on the

floor and in each case oriented so that the speaker faced the centre of

the room. In these pos'it'ions 'it was f elt that the speaker would cons'is-

tent'ly exc'ite all modes to a maximum level; it 'is also a conveniently

reproducibìe posit'ion. Some consideration was given to the use of an ILG

standard sound source as it was felt that it m'ight prov'ide a source with

a greater i nternal 'i mpedance . Prel i mi nary 'i nvesti gati ons i ndi cated that

the resul ts obta'i ned w'ith the I LG had a greater vari ance than those

obtained wìth the speaker. Th'is may be because the directivity of the ILG

sound source was not accounted f or i n choos'i ng i ts ori entati on 'i n each

corner. Schultz(.l04) and Lubman(105) both found that the sound power output

of the ILG reference source was hìghly variable at low frequencies in a

reverberant room.

Us'ing the speaker as the no'ise source, the relative ampl'itudes of

the normaì modes i n the 63Hz octave band were found to be reasonably con-

s'istent. The l,l,l mode was among the most stable, so the sound pressure

levels of all other modes were normalized to the ìevel of the l,l,l mode

so as to clarify the comparison of experimental data w'ith the theoretica'lly

predicted results. The measured level difference between modes is presented

in Table 4.6.
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TABLE 4.6

COMPARISON OF PRIDICTED AND MEASURED INITIAL IVIODAL AMPLITUDE

Initial Am I'itude of Mode (dB )

EED

3l .2Hz Band

100
40Hz Band

001
ll0
0ll

50Hz Band

l0l
020
lll

30.69

36. l8
39.56

43.96

47 .44

49.93

53.61

58. 6l

6r.38
61 .67

66.?6

68 .88

-12.?

-6.6

-12.0

0.0

-8.9
-19.2

-3 .3

-10. I

0.5

-8. 9

-.l4. I

-4.?
-3.4

-?.3
-6.6
0.0

-6.0
-7 .7

-4. 3

-6.9
-1.4

-3.5
-5 .6

-7 .9

-0.8
-3.3
-9.3
-4.0
-6.?
-2.5
-7 .3

-4.4

-6 .8

-3.8

-6.0

-6 .0

-3 .0

-3.0

-3.0
-6.0
0.0

36

I

2

0

2

I

Ban2H z

2

0

2

I

2

d

0

0

I

0

I

zOHB B and

0

0

3

1

71 .25

72.36

7 4.90

75.50

76.55

78.60

79.1?

80.95

82.47

83.19

87 .01

87.92

88.67

-5 .6

-14.?
*

2.6

-10.2

-6.9
*

-4.5
-0.8
-5 .9

-2.8
*

-3.9

-3 .0

-6.0
-3.0
-3.0
0.0

-3.0
-6 .0

-6 .0

0.0
-3.0
-3.0
-3 .0

-3.0
-0.0
-3.0
0.0

-3.0
0.0

?

0

0

2

0

I

2

I

I

0

2

0

I

0

2

3

I

3

2

2

3

l
2

0

I

2

2

0

0

2

I

I

2

I

* - Inab'ility to measure ampìitude of mode due to nearby mode of much

greater ampl ì tude.

The measured values of the 'initjal modal sound pressure level and the
values as predicted by the Equaì Energy Distribut'ion (EED) and tle Fqyg!power Flow (EPF) theories. In'each caie the sound pressure level of the
l,l,l mode has been chosen as the reference level.

25HZ Band

010 -13.124.90 -6.0

Measured EPF
X v

nn n
z Frequency
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The pred'icted value of the sound pressure level of each mode is also

given'in Table 4.6. The values for the Equaì Energy Distribution model

are caìculated on the bas'is of the modal indices and take on the values

of 0, -3 and -6. These have also been normalized so that the ì,.l,1 mode

has a value of 0. Values for the Equal Power Flow model were calculated

on the basis of the measured decay rates of the individual modes at 16.5

degrees centrigrade and have also been.normalized to the sound pressure

level of the l,l,l mode.

It i s evident that neither model accurate'ly predicts the init'ial

level of individual modes. The steady state level of individual modes was

observed to be highly dependent on the orientation of the speaker. Although

the pos'it'ion of the speaker was chosen to excì te al ì modes as uni f ormìy

as possibìe, the speaker has a directìonal sound rad'iation pattern which

makes this ìmpossibìe. Consjdering these cìrcumstances, it is not surpris-

ing that the measured values agree so poorìy with the predicted values.

The accuracy of the two models is best compared by examining the

amount of error between the measured and predicted values. The d'ifference

between the measured values and the predicted values is shown graphicaìly

'in figure 4.4. As a bas'is of comparìson the dìfference between the

predìcted values for the equaì energy model and the equaì power flow model

is shown in figure 4.5. It is noted that the d'ifference between the two

models is much less than the,difference between the measured values and

e'ither of the modeì s. 0n the bas'is of the measured data, it i s 'imposs'ible

to conclude that one assumption is any more accurate than the other. It

would appear that at low frequencies, neither assumption leads to an

accurate prediction.
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THE ROTATING DIFFUSER, ITS EFFECTS ON I"IOOAI. STRIICTURE

The failure of standard test methods to yieìd consistent results

.in low frequency sound field measurements has been discussed in Chapter

I . 0f key i mportance i n the deri vat'ion of the rel ati onsh'i ps on wh'ich the

standard test methods are based, 'is the assumption that the reverberant

sound f .iel d i s accurateìy model ed comp'lete'ly di ff use. It has been sho|n

that this ìs not true, and that the sound field js actualìy composed of

the normal modes as predicted by the solution to the three d'imensional

wave equation.

Two approaches may be taken to reconc'ile the theoretical model to

the actual room behaviour. The approach taken in chapters 2 and 4 ìs to

nodify the theoretical model describing the room behav'iour to account for

the modal propert'ies of the reverberant sound f ield 'in the room. The

approach which has been more v|idely used has been to modify the room so

that the reverberant sound field rnore cìoseìy approxìmates the d'iffuse

f i el d assumed i n the stati sti cal theory. The vari ous ways i n wh'ich th'i s

is done have been discussed in chapter l. Investigators generalìy agree

on the desirab'iì'ity of atta'in'ing a d'iffuse sound field, bu-l are unable

to agree on the best method of doi ng so. I ndeed the poì nt v',as made i n

Chapter l, that even a definition of 'd'iffuse sound field'acceptable to

all has not been agreed upon and thus a variety of defin'itions are

encountered ìn the literature. The various aspects of prev'ious work in

diffus.ion are rev.iewed by Schultz(6) who cons'iders the commonìy accepted

def .i ni ti ons of di f f us j on, means of eval uaii ng d'if f useness, and the vari ous

means used to achieve a d'iffuse sound field. The reader is referred to

thìs work for further background information.

The use of a rotatì ng d'iff user ì s a w'ideìy accepted method of

enhanc.ing the diffuseness of a reverberant sound field. In th'is chapter
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the effects of a rotat'ing d'iffuser on the modal characterì stics of both

steady state and decaying sound fields are exam'ined and the probable causes

of the observed effects are discussed.

5.] PREVIOUS }IORK I,IITH ROTATING DIFFUSERS

The earliest use of a rotating diffuser was made by W.C. SaUine(8)

who recogn'i sed the moda'l behavi our of the reverberant sound f i el d and

i nstal I ed a ì arge rotat'ing paddl e to cont j nuous'ly vary the shape of the

room and thus improve measurement accuracy. This originaì diffuser des'i9n

is still ìn use in onìy slightly modified forms in many fac'ilities to date.

The effectiveness of a rotating diffuser in increasing the measure-

ment accuracy of standard tests i n a reverberant room i s wel I document-

ed(64'106). Several 'investigators have examined the effects of rotating

d'iffusers on the sound fjeld created by pure'lone excitation and have found

that the rotat'ing d'iffuser acts as a modulator(62'90'107). The cause of

thi s phenomenon has not been agreed upon and several proposa'l s are con-

si dered.

It has been proposed that the apparent modulation of pure tones may

be due to doppìer effect. This ìs unìikely as the mot'ion of many diffusers

is paralleì to 'bhe diffuser surface. Also, the frequency shift observed

ìs proportional to the rate of revolutjon whereas a doppìer shjft should

depend on the ljnear speed of the diffuser.

Ebbi ng(90 ) perf ormed experi menis w1th a rotat'ing conì cal di f f user

and hypothesized that the fìuctuating field was due to the sound source

see'ing a peri od'ical ly varyi ng radi at'ion impedance. Vari at'ion of the

rad'iation 'impedance has been extensively invest'igated by B'ies and

Hansen 
( 9l 

' 
92 ) who f ound that the radi ati on i mpedance vari ed dramat'ica'l ìy

as the diffuser lvas rot.ated, but that the average measured values of the

radi at'i on i mpedance approached f ree-f i el d val ues when the d'if f user was

rotated faster than 20rpm.
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As the di f f user ro'bates i t cont'i nuaì ìy i nterrupts the modal wave

pattern in the room. The period'ic perturbations of the room shape effect-

iveìy modulates the successive'images of reflected sound waves. This

amplitude moduìat'ion of the reflected images gives rise to the apparent

frequency modulation observed by Lubman and others. As the diffuser is

moved f rom one pos'itì on to the next 'it ef f ecti vely changes the shape of

the room. Th'i s al ters the radi ati on 'impedance seen by the sound source

and would also affect the modal structure, thus shifting the resonant

frequency and altering the decay rate of individual modes.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RISULTS

The rotat'ing di ff user used 'in these experiments i s descri bed i n

Sectìon 3.1. The steady state response of the room to exc'itation by noise

i n the 63Hz octave band t{as i nvest'igated us'i ng the spectrum anaìyzer as

described 'in Chapter 3. The sound source used was the assemb'ly of speakers

prevìously described in Chapter 3 and the sound pressure level was nteasured

'i n a room corner. Spectra were recorded for the di ffuser i n ei tht

stationary positions spaced 45 degrees apart and for the diffuser rotating

at a speed of 30rpm.

The room response spectra obta'ined are iIIustrated in figures 5.l

and 5.2" Fìgure 5.la'is the response spectrum obtained for the room with

the diffuser removed. Note that of the 2l modes which are calculated for

the 63Hz octave band, 17 show up as d'ist'inct peaks 'in the response

spectrum. Four modes are obscured by other closeìy spaced modes of greater

ampì'itude. (These are the 2,0,0; 0,3,0; 1,0,2; and 2,2,1 modes. ) All of

the modes in the spectrum are characterized by sharp, clearìy defined

peak s .

By contrast, the spectrun of figure 5.lb is that obta'ined with the

di f f user rotat'i ng at 30rpm. The number of modes whì ch appeari n the roorn
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response spectrum has been reduced to .l3, and in some cases these do not

appear to coincide with the predicted resonant frequencies. It was observed

that the spectra obtaìned under these conditjons were very consistent in

that the average of a small number of sample records (approximateìy ten)

quickly approached that of the figure. Some modes appear to have been

entirely elim'inated (such as the 0,0,.l mode at 49Hz) and others are reduced

jn ampl'itude so much that they are overwhelmed by nearby modes (such as

the 2,2,1 and 0,3,1 modes). Every mode shows a signif icant 'increase in

bandwidth, a'lthough only sìightìy in the case of the :l ,l,l mode.

F'igures 5.lc to 5.le and 5.2a to 5.2e represent the response spectra

of the room as the diffuser is moved in 45 degree increments. The frequency

response of the room changes dramatically as the d'iffuser is moved through

one revolut'ion. These results are all taken in a frequency range well below

the estimated lower limit of effectiveness of ihe diffuser (l60Hz). The

ampl 'itude of most modes can be seen to change marked'ly as the di f f user

is moved. Whereas the 0,3,0 mode at 74.6H2 was obscured by the 2,1,1 mode

'in the empty room, i t shows up prom'inentìy i n the spectra obtai ned f or

d'iff user posi ti ons of I 35, I 80, 225 and 270 degrees . The spectra obta'i ned

at different positions refìect the apparent change in the room shape as

the diffuseris moved, and the changing impedance seen. by the sound source.

As the diffuser rotates, the shape of the room is contìnually chang'ing

w'ith the result that the modal structure of the reverberant field is con-

t'inuaììy shifted. Thus the averagìng effect apparent in figure 5.lb is

observed.

In addition to a change'in ampìitude, the normal modes are also subject

to a significant shift 'in frequency as the d'iffuselis moved. This became

apparent during nreasurement of the decay rates of selected modes. It is

'impractìcaì to attempt to measure the decay rate of all the calculated

room modes at the various positions of the d'iffuser because some modes

are compì ete'ly obscured 'i n the noi se f I oor at some posi tì ons. For the
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purpose of comparison with data for the empty room, the decay rates of

four modes which consistentìy respond strongly to exc'itation were measured

at the same eight pos'itions of the d'iffuser. Those chosen were the l,l,l;

I ,2,0 i 2,1,0; and the I ,2,1 modes.

The frequency of each mode was experimentaì1y determined at each

position of the diffuser by tuning the Beat Frequency Oscillator so as

to achieve a maximum sound pressure level in the room; the procedure was

the same as described 'i n Chapter 3. The modal f requenc'ies are I i sted 'in

Table 5..l. The frequencies determined are accurate to within 0.02H2.

TABLE 5. I

MODAL FREQUENCY VS DIFFUSER POSITION

121

0

45

90

t35

180

225

270

315

hi sh

low

avg

53.4t

53.37

53.36

53.36

53.43

53.43

53.45

53 .40

53.45

53.36

53 .40

68.66

68.76

68.70

68.70

68.89

68 .87

69.05

68.70

69.05

68.66

68. 78

The change in the resonant frequency of four modes as the

diffuser is rotated through 360 degrees.

Note that the frequency varies throughout the revolution of the

diffuser by anounts varying from 0.09H2 for the I ,l,l mode (which r'vas the

most stable mode in every respect) to 0.39H2 for the 1,2,1 mode. lvlore

deta'iled data were collected for the 1,2,1 mode as the frequency and the

58.61

58. 54

58 .61

58.61

58.68

58.7.|

58. 76

58.68

65.60

65.78

65.74

65.74

65.48

65.50

65.59

65 .61

58.76

58.54

58.65

65.78

65.48

65 .60

tll 2101?0
Di ffuser
Pos'iti on

itlode
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rate of decay were measured for the diffuser moved'in increments of ten

degrees. These results are pìotted in f igure 5.3. The modal frequency 'is

seen to vary graduaììy from 68.66H2 to 69.14H2. The mode appears to be

spì.it at about 225 degrees resu'lt'ing in two tones wh'ich produce character-

i sti c beatì ng.

The effect of the rotating diffuser on the decaying sound field was

.investjgated by measuring the decay rates of the sane four modes at the

ei ght posi t'ions of the di ff user and the measured decay ti mes are g'iven

in Table 5.2. In several instances the recorded decay exhib'ited a sharp

break after decay'ing about 20-30d8 and in these cases two decay times are

prov.ided. It was generaì ìy noted that the decay times measured w'ith the

diffuse¡in the room were slightìy lower (by an average of 15%) than those

measured with the d'iffuser removed. This may be due to the effect'ive change

in room shape w'ith the ìntroduction of the diffuser which would disrupt

the standing wave pa'ltern noted in the room, or to energy lost due to the

sound f i el d coupl 'i ng wì th vi brati on modes 'i n the di f f user surf ace.

The decay time of the'individual modes'is seen to vary cons'iderably;

the shortest in'each case 'is between 12.5% and 32,8% less than the longest

decay t'ime. This would ìndicate that the diffuser either changes the mode

shape suff i ci ent'ly to af f ect the energy d'i stri but'ion over the wal l

surf aces , oF that 'i n some pos'iti ons the metal pane'l whi ch f orms the

diffus'ing surface coupìes to the sound field and d'iss'ipates energy itself.

In either case, the changing rate of decay ìs indicat'ive of bhe basic

movement of the properties of the reverberant sound field.

The 60dB decay time for the 1,2,1 mode was measured at l0 degree

increments of the diffuser. The results are pìotted 'in figure 5.4. The

1,2,1 mode appears to be sp'lit into two tones at diffuser positions between

Zl0 and 230 degrees. tJhere ìt was poss'ibìe, the rate of decay for each

tone was measured, thus two values are g'iven for several positions.
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TABLT 5.2

I4ODAL DECAY TIME vs DIFFUSER POSITION

0

45

90

135

180

225

270

3r5

hi gh

low

avg

12.0

I 2.9-r I .8
ll.5
12.9

12.7

13. I

12.4

1?.9

l3.l
il.5
I 2.55

il.3
12.1

9. 2-t 5. r

I 0.6-l 4.5

I ì.8
ll.7
I 3.6

ll.2-15.0

ll.3
r3.7

11 .9-27 .5

ll.4
I 0.9

9.0-l I .3
ll.3
l0.l

9 .4-12.7

9.4

8.6

12.9

12.5

ll.3

I 3.6

9.2

13.7

9.0

11.34262

9.4
9.1

12.9

9.1

I0.53

The change in the 60dB modaì decay tirne (seconds) as the dìffuser ìs
rotated through 360 degrees for four prominent modes. A double value

in the table'indicates that the decay record shows a change'in slope

midway through the decay.

Although onìy a I jm'ited number of modes u,ere examined, it i s felt

that the phenornena observed are indicative of most modes. Those modes that

were chosen for close examination dispìay a greater degree of consistency

than those whi ch coul d not be resol ved at every di ff user pos'iti on . I'lhi I e

the diffuseris not expected to be effective at frequencies below l60Hz,

the effects of the rotat'ing d'iff user on the modal structure of the

reverberant sound field are significant at frequencies well below that.

D'if f user

Position 21
Mode

1
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CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained indicate that the modal approach ìs appropriate

to describe the characteristic behaviour of low frequency reverberant

sound fields. All of the predicted characteristics of a modaì sound field
lvere observed i n pract'ice. Thi s contrasts w'ith the pred'icted uni form

frequency response and decay rate of a sound field which is descrìbed by

the tradì ti onaì stati sti cal model .

The steady state room response to excitation by white noise sound

exhibited pronounced peaks at the predicted modal frequencies. I'lhen

examined nore cìoseìy,'individual modes were seen to display nodes and

anti-nodes at the predicted positions withìn the room. Individual modes

have also been shown to decay ì'inearìy but at dìfferent rates and appear

to be uncoupìed in the frequency range exam'ined.

A key eìement in the development of a more accurate model of the

behaviour of lov'r frequency reverberant sound fields is to predict the

initiaì ampìitude and the rate of decay of individual modes. Two modeìs

v¡hich pred'ict the decay rate of ind'ividuaì modes were examined and com-

pared with the experimentaì results. Neither modeì produced consistent

results and the onìy possibìe concìusion is that neithelis acceptabìe.

Both model s assume that the rate of decay ì s dependent on the modal struc-

ture of the sound field, the room d'imensions, and the impedance seen at

the room boundaries; and that the wall surfaces may be modeled as be'ing

ìocaììy reactive. As was demonstrated, th'is is not the case, as the room

modes of the sound fjeld couple to the modes of v'ibration characteristic

to the walls. Furthermore, it was noted that a major source of absorpt'ion

in the room is due to the room fìxtures normalìy included as standard

equipment, and'in part'icular to the speaker assembìy used as a sound source.
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Al I model s of reverberant souncl fi el ds requi re some assumpti on

regard'ing the steady state amplìtude of individuaì modes. The most commonly

accepted assumption is that of equaì energy distribut'ion between modes,

while a poss'ibìe alternative js that of equal power flow 'to all modes.

Expressions were derived which describe the relative sound pressure leveì

expected between different modes for each assumptìon. hlhen compared to

the measured level differences, neither assumption appeared to make an

accurate pred'iction. It was noted that the sound level of any given mode

lvas highly dependent on the speaker orientation, thus the coupìing between

the speaker and the room is h'ighìy unpredictable. The difference between

the I evel s pred'icted by ei ther assumpti on 'i s much I ess than the observed

vari ati on .

Al though the experi mental 'i nvest'i gat'i on of the model s presented i n

Chapter 2 has been li¡nited to the very ìow frequency range, their appl.ica-

tion is not restricbed to very low frequencies. The modal descriptìon of

the reverberant sound field js vaìid at frequenc'ies at least as hìgh as

the Shroeder ìarge room limit, and can be expected to rema'in valjd at

frequencies well above that.

The primary effect of the rotarìng diffuser on the normal modes of
the reverberant sound fieìd is to shift the modal structure so that the

frequency of a given mode varies as the diffuser completes one revolutjon.

In addition, the decay rate of ind'ividual modes were seen to vary signìf-
i cantly when the d'if f user was moved to di f f erent posì t'ions; thus the

amp'l ì tude of i nd'iv'idual modes vari es wjdely at d'ifferent di ff user

pos'i tì ons . Thi s ampl ì tude moduì ati on undoubtedly contri butes to the

observed modulation which has been wideìy reported in the l'iterature.
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